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It s a deadly

international mission where your
r chance of survival will be your precision

|

I control, your razor-sharp aim and your

^^^%npeccable sense of style. Good thing

you're James Bond. In the new GoldenEye
for N64, you've got a 360-degree range,

18 weapons and a license to kill.

Hope your tux is pressed.
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I issue "of everybody'!A ^ .. -elcome gamers to yel anoTh'ef issue "51 everybody's favorite video game magazine, While most months you get to heat

\V me rant and fave about some ridiculous video game controversy, this month I'm not going to do any ot thai (our deadline

li P this month was a killer). As a mattei ol tact, we put our hearts and souis into this issue so we'll let the magazine speak I

forlfseH.

ijniortunalely. Game (ntormer has |uEl lost anotlier memt>er of our team Erik Reppen The PC Jedi is heading back lo school

ani.' hoy-oh-boi' is il going to be tough to replace him And it any ot you don t know who 1 m ^^
taiJving about, you haven't been reading your Game Inlormers T77I.

On a final note, we noticed that every other \

'

Iitfor0f

game put) has a snazzy "World's #l li^agazme Of Rumors
and Falsehoods" or something like thai right underneath

Iheir logo on the cover, and I'd like to hear what you think

would be a good one for Gl. Itdoesn't have to involve

a'WereSl'llhoughmostof lhemdo),itjustneedsto

be creative. Send them to my attention and I'll be sure

lo print all the good (and bad) ones somewhere in the

magazine (probably in the Top Tens, since we definitely

won't put one of (hose stupid catch phrases on our cover]

Until next month, .don't believe the hypel

O- lustice League r»p«ii;«i;
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1 warn to ask your cpmian an someining

heard from one of your mferiar competitors that I

ViHua Fighter S's Saturn hardwaTE upgrade will

be canceled It will be put out for Sega's new G4-

bit system that will be rsleased m late '98. Do
|

/Du think (his is Itue' I think Saga mould hava I

to be insane to delay Virtua Fighter 3 far two
|

years when thie same could send the Saturn's

sales soaring. Thank you for Uslening.

Frank Fuixia\

. RoekawayPt, NYl

For soma reason, a lot at our campetiloiG lave

nalhing mara than ajcclting Iheir rsadsrs with

extrainely vague infomation about naw systems

and hardwara. Tha Saga "Black Bait' for

Instance, was conceived of and then tha whole
idaa was canned shortly thareafter Of couraS;

this didn't prevent a number ai people from
kicking that horse long after it was dead
and buried.

That Sega would put out a hardware upgrade
for the Salum based antiraly on one gama is

doubtful We're also sure that many of our
campetilDrs assume Sega will be putting out a

new system a year from naw, but there is no
reason to haheve thai. All we know about VF3 is

that supposedly, "it's in the works." Hovraver,

there has been no iormal announcemenl.

Tb gel a good grip on exactly where Sega Is

right now, you need lo pay attention to the fatTts.

Fcr the last law months, Sega has steadily been
losing third-party support for (he Saturn. They
were going to have a company margar with

Bandai that suddenly and mysteriously fell

through. DBspila heavy software and system
piracy in China, Sega is attempting to set up
Saturn sales there [Some would call thtB

bravery Others might call it desperation.) Wft

still haven't seen a true Sonic game Sega was
the last company to drop the price on their

system, months after Ninlendo and Sony.

'Formerty of Sega of Amarica' employees are

popping up all over the game industry.

Do all of these things paint a somewhat
confused and uncertain picture? We think so.

Does Saga have a 'definite plan" for the na^
couple of years? We highly doubt :t U they're

gumg lo go wiih a new E4-blt syatam theyVe

going to naed to rogain Ihe trust of third-party

companies and maJca a mora devalopar friendly

system.

If Sega did decide to go with a 64- bit system,

i ihey would have a lei al advantages. The
I NInlanda G4 is low on games right now and
I Ninlando is still ranting 'qualily over quantity'

I Sega can go with CDs {which Nintendo didntl A
I better system could be made mare cheaply due

price decreases in hardware Whether Sega

I
could pull It oil depends on how wdhng Ihey are

I lo leam from (hair mistakes, and how much

I
Sony i^as (he marke( at Itial point. The Saturn

I isn't doing so hoi right now, bul we don't think

aen die last of Sega yet

lyUitendo'?"''

I vras wondering if you Ihink Nintendo will

once again regain its glory in the video game
industry. I am one of the people who bought an

NG4 and I'm game hungry. I love most of the

games that are available, but Nintendo isn't

puttmg them out fast enough. Do you think

Nintendo will ever get it together?

Brian Smith

Houston, TX

In our opinion, Nintendo is taking a Hawed
and archaic strategy towards their system and
tuniing a blind eye to reality. They're still touting

that ^lly 'quality over quantity" line, which

would bo fine if they had mare than three gamos
in any given genre. The kiddies are crazy lor

Mario, and just about anybody could play

SIbtFox S4 and have a good time. But what

about the 'fighters only" gamer, or the strategy

gamer, or the RPGar. Most people play games
like they read books. They tend to stay writhin

the same genres. Nintendo is still selling to the

same batch of kids Ihey sold games to when the

original B-bit NE5 came out The problem v^th

this is that gamers have become so much more
diverse than Ihey used to be. So no, we don't

think they will aver hava control of the market

like they did in the G-bit days.

Firsl of all, I'd like to say thai I'm a proud
Buhscriber to ynur meg. I have a few questions I

was hoping you could answer tor me.

t.l have a friend and he is thinking about

buying a PlaySUtion or Ne4 Please tell him
which is better

2. Is Duke Nukem 3D coming for the

RayStation?

3. Is 'nirok 1.5 for the PlayStation going to be

belter than the NG4 version'

4. Is the SB or 37 version af HFA Soccer better

for the PlayStation?

Brian Smock
Dallas, TX

I. Does your friend want an incradihly divsrae

library of games that lake time to loai or does

your h-iend want a vary email Ubrsry o(

greet games, whose biggest hits an
'character gamae?"

Z Duke Nukem is coming out far Ninlando 64
,

Sega Saturn, and Sony PlayStation. The
PlayStation version is being publiahad by GT
Inlaractive, and will include exclusive lavala (See

GINbws. Pg. 371

3. IXirok l.S has definifely been canceled, bul

Iguana will mos( likely co-davelop the next

TWok for both platlorma We don't know which
one will be better, hut they should both appear

sometime in the later half of 1 938.

4 FIFA SG vras a much hatter game in its Ume
than FIFA '97 This isn't to say Ihat RFA '97 isn't

a great game, bul our favorite soccer game right

now on the PlayStation is Konami's Goal

Storm 97

PoiiSiiblll Be TTiinMil^! ! ?

As a disappointed RPG-aholic, I was
wondering why the heck did Square leave

Nintendo? Do they have plans tor making a

sequel to the all-time best RPG aver, Chrono
THgger? If so, why don't Ihey speed it up a hit?

Also, what's this Wild 3 game all about'

Could you please include e more in-depth

preview on the game please?

JessB 'Captain Bud" Smith

The only people that will probably know Ihe

true reason why Square leh Nintendo is Square,

but what they are telling the press is that they

felt the CD -RDM format would let them do the

things that they wanted to do and that the

cartridge format was too limiting.

As far as Chrono Trigger is concerned.

Square has made no official announcBments

concerning a sequel and we ceriainly haven t

heard anything. Guess we'll just have to settle

for Final Fantasy VII, the best HPQ game aver,

which sold aver a million and a half copies in

lapan before it even the hit Ihe stores, and has



probably sold close to a miUian capias in the

U.S. by Iha time this issue went to print, 'ibu

may want to have a look at oin' previouB issue

(which you probably didn't have al Iha tima thai

ynu wrote tliis latter).

Tha V\rild 9 is a ntisB between f^demoniuni
and Earthworm Jim, but it features torture

nunres. It probably intends to sell itself with the

HiBckiness that is the staple of Ihe game's

producer, David Pwrf. This is all we can really

tell ymi from what we've aean of it sq far. Liks

we've said many times before, we squeeze
everything we can into our magazine. Ybu will

aae The Wild 9 in Game Informer as soon as vre

have new screen shots and sometfiing

sufastantiat to say about

'

. mm 11

Game Ice ^g

1 have many questions to ask yeu and 1 hope
/u can answer them as dearly as poEsibla In

your August '97 issue, you had some
iniarmation m your Gl News section about the

Game !ce tar the PS-X Will the Game Ice work
far PlayStatinnB Ihal are already nvBr-healad or

does it have to be a new system'^ Does over

haalmg cause systems to mass up or does it just

cause games to mess up? 1 ask this question

because 1 have some games that skip and others

that play perfectly well.

I'm also confused about the different

PlayStatinns that are being sold. All together, I've

heard of the PlayStation 2, PlayStation C, and
the original What's the difference?

Clwis WiUiainBon

St. Anne, IL

To put it simply, a Game Ice is

meant lo help a system that is ^
overheating. Whether it's new ^l»N
or old Wouldn't make a

diffarence. Sometimfis, however
the problams people are having

with their PkyStations aren't

because of ovarheating. While

we love the PlayStatiim for what
it can do in terms of gaming, the

overall quaUty of the machine is

somewhat lacking. SomslimBE the

laser gels knocked out of alignment,

or the motor stops working as well a;

Many peopla assume that the chief cause of the

nayStation's ills are from overheating because

the vents are on the bottom, and we've all heard
stories about the guy who put his PlayStation on
the shag carpet. If you're thinking of trying the

Game Ice, make sure you get it frum a store with

an excellent return policy. If it doesn't solve your
prablams bnng it back and call Sony

There is no such thmg as a PlayStation "2" or

"C These terms are the tanlasias of a certain

pufalication of questionable authenticity. Sony
probabty has some things in the works for new
systems, but they vrauld have to be insane to put

a new system out any time in the next year with

the way they're leading the market right now.

However, there are three different kinds of

regular PlayStations on the market. The early

PlaySlatiDns are different from the rest in ttiat

they allow you lo do a special disk swapping
technique tliat allows you to play imported

Sony fixed ttiis 'problem' and
IN Une of PlayStations thai

identical in every respect,

except that they disabled the disk

swap. The latest bunch of

PlayStations are lacking AV cable

jacks, forcmg people to use the

multi-oul. This is to help

that Sony can ramain price

competitive in Ihe market and to

standardize the PlayStation's outputs

Enter the Game Informer Envelope

Art Contest. All you need to do is

draw, paint, scratch, spit o

. ^ the test dam envelops art you can

l?!i0. think of and send h to us. Please
- '**"

' inclutle your name, phone numbm.
Vince Warner (Curiey Sue] and return address on the back ol

i
Phlla, PA

i

the envelope. M you're the monthly
.' „,.,. , , . ,., ... ' winner, we'll feature your work in

I

"When I stand like thrs my
| gI and m'll receive a video game

I

Chest looks bigger!
[ p,fte from tfw Game hfomwrwuft.

YOU SEEA NEW
ADVENTURE HERO.



HIS ENEMIES SEE SETOFLUGdAGE.

^

rlelp Croc, the crusading crocodjl^

rescue his peace-loving Gobbo Islander friends from

the grasp of an evil magician, Baron Dante. Ctoc must overcome obstacles

like lava flows and castle trap doors to battle monsters including swarming sharks to giont bees. Each islond world brings o new

adventure to troc, as he hunts for powerful crystols ond the pieces to the puzzle that will release his friends from the Baron's spell.

Tree rooming 3D gomeplay lets you go anywhere as you run, jump, climb, push, swim and jelly [umpi

* Dreothlakingly lush graphics in over SO amazing environments including forests, glaciers, deserts, lava flows and underwater caves.^
^^-^ -^^v....

"1
LECEND OF THE COBBOS

www.foxinteractive.com

^MiMMiUi^i^Miai HS



Football-American Style

'iii,',n,M/iiiii
H taotball game could come close to beating it.

H Ttie release of Madden 64 is another landmark launch, another step in the ongoing liistory of video games. It literally look

the world by surprise. Not a mention, not a hinl, not a whisper regarding a 64-bit Madden was heard by anyone. Then, at a

P private event, EA announced this NM bombshell. Gt caught the first glimpse of Madden 64, rumors spread quickly, and soon

.

•'
the entire industry was abuzz. And in case you're not excited, slart getting pumped up. because everything that made the old
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vefslon look like a blurry sea of dots.

So to anyone who asks - 'Can the N64 push r

a full celebration ol video game graphics.

1 to the rich green turl, this is one

I
*<i spins, swim moves and play actions all meld into a 5

I ^ celebrations take place before a deep landscape, where

> The Bottom Line Q

\r

SttQCkeSi^

WofWN

With the new tools and graphics power, Ihe
"

- those found in GameDay). T ' *rn*

i^

and logos, but that didn't atop

EA Sports from duplicating the i

Qf the weather. The mi allows truly stunning

1 is affected by fog. All of the

ook just like the real thing.



How Does Madden Stack Up? VI Let's Play Footb
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After the Game
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BESIDES DANGER

AND INTRIGUE,

OF THE DEEP
OFFERS SOMETHING

THAT'S BEEN LACKING

IN ACTION/ADVENTURE

GAMES.



[hat's the missitiq inqreilient from action and

adventure games? Salt water. Treasures of the

Deep' places you in the role of Jack Runyan, ex-Navy

Seal. Your global treasure trek whisks you from the

shark-infested Great Barrier Reef to the foreboding

abyss of the Mariana Trench. You'll utilize lethal high-

tech weaponry and submersibles as you explore sunken

ships, battle sea monsters and thwart terrorists.

Grab your scuba gear. It's time to dive into danger.

ACTION AND ADVENTURE

THIS TIME, YOU'RE IN OVER YOUR HEAD

i^><9r.

namco
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Since Ihe dawn of video gaming,

thete has been a sports genre. The first

commetcialfr a va ifable video game was

a sports game - a virtual sImulatiDn of

Ping-Pong. aptly entitled Pong.

Ottier early sports games were

little more than derivations of .
Pong, and had very little :''U

resemblance to theii real life

counterparts. Vet Pong gave

us the taste of engrossing

competition that video games

could otter.

Moving through the years

towards today, gamers pio-

giessed through a long line of

memorable gaming systems and equal-

ly impressive sports games. Pong and

Its various tennis, hockey and

racquetball toggles Invaded

gamers' homes In the middle ' f >

1970's, but the introduction of

Mattel Electronics' line of

hand-lieid sports games is

arguably the launch pad of Ihe

sports game genre and maiket.

Although the graphic quality of

these games was little more

thtan red blips representing the

players. Mattel scored success with

individual releases covering everything

from football to auto racing, Ttie

tremendous sales of these games

spawned other lines from companies

such as Coleco, More Interestingly, the

success of the Mattel line spawned

sequels for their more popular lines,

Mattel obviously recognized the sports

gamer market when it launched Its

Intelllvlslon home system. In the early

1980's, the intelllvlslon was the

system to have for sports games,

Mattel set the standards for game
marketing with professional licenses

and big name endoisements, Atthou^

other home systems such as the Atari

2600 and Colecovlsion (not to mention

select PCs) had memorable sporting

hits, prior to the video game market

crash of 1983, Mattel ruled the roost,

IHE IPORIS GENRE IS REBORN

In the midst of the video game

console glut in the mld-SO's, sports

games came into their own at arcades

across the country and were direct

foreshadows ol the things to come

home. Games like Tecmo Bowl, IREM's

10 Yard Rght, and Nintendo's Vs.

Baseball were cornerstones of

every local arcade. Not only did! these games pacify sports fans

on < who had nothing new at home,

but these and others further

solidified the next boom of

home gaming: the S-bit.

Nintendo's NES obviously

dominated those gaming

days of the late 1980's and

the spofts games clearly

contributed to its success. The NES

game systems introduced gamers to

new features, and game publishers

to new business ventures

through development licenses

of professional leagues (see

What's in a License).

Sports gaming was a key

factor in driving the market

when the 16-blt SNE5 and

Sega Genesis got a foothold In

the early 1990's. The Genesis

had nearly a two-year head

start on the release of tfte

SNES and sports games were on

Sega's release list almost continually.

Numerous publishers began to develop

the spoits game and launch franchises

that still continue today. Sega had

a number of brands including the

memoiable Sports Talk games and the

popular World Series Baseball line.

Acclaim launched Quarterback Club and

Tengen tried to keep their RBI

Baseball series alive. Yet a monster was

emerging in the world of video game

sports, one that everyone had to (and

still has to) beat. Electronic Arts

debuted their flagship tiladden Football

line with the Sega Genesis game in

1391, simultaneously launching the

fantastic NHL line. 'To put it mildly,

gamers (Including us) went nuts for

Electronic Arts' games, and the EA

Sports name became a cornerstone

of the 16-bit market, EA was part

navigator for driving sales ol the

Sega Genesis as EA continually offered

better and more timely veislons ol

their games on Sega's system. It also

became the scourge of the Industry

itself, as publishers continually tried to

compete with Electronic Arts.

Wll«,! HSUIIT MOVT

Moving into the present day, the

Introduction of the Sega Saturn and

the Sony PlayStation had their

manufacturers aligning development

stiategies with sports In mind. The

Sega Sports brand that Sega

had launched on the Genesis was

immediately carded over to the Saturn,

The

development experience in IG-bit

sports and built on that knowledge to

form a sports-only studio. While EA

Sports made a presence by releasing

products for both systems, as did a

number of other publishers, the

32-blt market began to define itself

when the Nintendo 64 was released in

September of 1996. The Sony

PlayStation, through market penetra-

tion and developer support, had

become the system of choice for sports

gaming, Sega and Nintendo are still

trying to play catch-up, Sega continues

its Sega Sports tine, but without an

emphasis on internal development,

Nintendo Is putting more emphasis on

creating a new sports label and has

begun to get the support of EA Sports,

Acclaim and Konami, As the tded-and-

true brands of the 16-blt systems have

been carried over and new lines emerge

from publishers hoping far a piece of

the sports gaming pie, the sea of

spoits games continues to grow.

As the genre expands, features and

graphics get overhauled again and

again. Some features are truly

innovative and add tremendous value to

the playablllty of the title. Others aie

merely marketing slogans coined by

the publisher to attract attention to the

product. Here's some highlights of the

landmark features and marketing savvy

common to the industry.

NLB. WA, MFL..HFLPIITTT

WHJirS IN » LiCEHSET

As with the Mattel intelllvlslon,

game publishers on the NES acquired

true sports licenses lor their games.

But they realized they could do sports

fans one better, Hovii 8y acquiring the

right to use the real players' names.

The professional leagues have players'

associations (NFLPA, NHLPA) which

sell their license separately. Not only

did the players association license give

gamers a chance to control the players

that they watched in real-life, but

games like the perennial S-bit football

favorite Tecmo Bowl even gave

characters distinct attributes. Although

Tecmo Bowl didn't have alt the players

and teams, Willie Gautt's tremendous

speed and Joe Montana's passing arm

were clearly evident in gameplay. The

use of the official professional licenses

elevate certain games in the eyes of

many gamers, but it puts a major

development burden on the software

publisher. Landing the rights for the

National Football League is one cost for

the game developer, and getting all (or

most) of the players is yet another item

that gets added to development cost.

The cost of the licenses often Includes

sales royalties that additionally cut

Into a publisher's bottom line. Some

publishers seek to bypass the lisky and

61 Feature
costly league licenses by signing a

single spoits figure to represent and

endoise their products. Others seek

only the real players, but not the

authentic teams. Still others choose to

add growing lists of game features to

separate themselves in the increasingly

competitive software market.

STMIITICIL TUCKIHB
The biggest feature to come to

sports games was Introduced with

SNK's Baseball Stars. Utilizing a NiCad

battery Inside the NES cartridge.

Baseball Stars allowed gamers to put

themselves, or a player of their own

creation, into the game. It kept track of

player statistics and stored changes In

rosters over the course of a season.

The wealth of information relating to

modifying the team rosters or tracking

your favorite players' performances

over the course of a multiple game
season added incredible entertainment

to sports games. Numerous games
followed in the steps of Baseball Stars.

The comprehensive statistical tracking

capabilities of today's games are both a

boon br the sports gamer and a burden,

as they increasingly tax the consoles'

memory storage.

IfOUELI EIUKL SUCCtSt
The days of the NES reinvented the

publisher's business plan of releasing

sports sequels. For the most part,

baseball games seemed to rule the NES
as gamers were inundated with newer

versions of games such as Tengen's RBI

Baseball and Jaleco's Bases Loaded. A
new sports season means a new sports

game. Publishers often just introduce

some new graphics and updated rosters

or statistics to their sequels, EA's list of

sports sequels is too vast to mention,

but Is easily regarded as the one to

beat. Vet EA's Madden and Live are

continually gving up ground to the

GameDays and the In the Zones.

%4

Acclaim. Although many players

haven't fully adopted its use, Icon

the future

In play control for hockey and

basketball games.

IHSriNI SEPLAir

The instant replay is little more than

a feature that allows the gamer to rub

it in the face of opponents, or to

relive the spectacular play that just

happened. Walldng through a monster

dunk, huge run, or last second goal Is

spectacular, yet raises questions about

how the game performs as you can

commonly go step by step through the

animation cycles.

^ .»,.i^..:.W

DTNIMIC PUYINS PERSPECTIHfS

No matter how many views are

available for gameplay, there Is always

one camera view that works the best.

Developers constantly come up with

the side-angle, overhead, or first-person

perspective views that are cool

novelties, but are worthless If you want

to enjoy the play. Commonly the view

that is used when the game is first

turned on is the developer's choice

for "best view" during play. However,

alternative views and favorfte "classic'

views are always included in the

better games

ICSH PASSINB

In one form or another, the passing

system that allowed the player

to make a choice between multiple

pass recipients by hitting a specific

controller button has been in footliaii for

a long time. Yet it wasn't until Sony's

NHL Face Off 37 that The term Icon

Passing was coined. Icon Passing

is now popping up in hockey and

basketball games from a number of

publishers Including EA Sports and

3B RENDERED iUi

eODRTl. RBEHJIS

It may not add to the play control,

but the incorporation of the popular

locations of professional sports Is a

common trend in sports games dating

hack to the 16-bit days. The field of

battle is almost as precious as the

team in the eyes of many sports fans,

PSLTBDRS VS. SPRITES

The trend In sports games is to use

polygons to represent players. A sprite

Is merely a moving object on-screen

and it's animated by ovedaying various

hand or computer drr^n artwork to

simulate motion. Polygons exploit more

of the system's processing power to

create 3-Dimensionai objects using a

series of triangles to form a player

skeleton. Various textures ate then

mapped onto the triangle to create

the player.

While the use of the polygon has

added nothing to the way games play,

the discerning eyes of the gamer now

expect them. Every sports game, with

the exception of Madden 98 and a

few others for Ihe 32-bit machines, are

using polygons to bring the players

to life. Moving an enormous amount

of polygonal data in the form of an

eleven-orv«leven football game is an

Increasing developmental burden for

publishers, but it must be done to

stay competitive. Fortunately, the risk

of devoting a huge budget toward

polygons is usually worth the reward.

RECOBNiriBlE PUTERS
It doesn't happen so much with

helmeted games like football or hockey,

but creating players that have different

physical appearances is especially

effective In basketball and baseball.

Making a guy that Is 7 Feet tall and

14S pounds is always fun. The use of

polygons In spoits games has allowed

inventive graphic effects, like texture-

mapping the real photos of players

onto the faces of theli video game

MBIIBH-GRPTUtE AHIHRIIOH

Plaster your favoilte athlete with

tons of sensors, use computers to grab

his running style or dunking prowess,

then incorporate it into the game. To

be considered a contender In today's

LIQUID. MHANEED. MJUtTkBLE.
OR CUSTBHIMBIE URTIflClltL

IHTELLIGEHCE (11)

The programming of a video game's

virtual brain has become extremely

complex in recent years. A developer

constantly strives to make the computer-

controlled player react appiopiiately to

the Jn-gan>e situation. Madden 9S and

GameDay '98 even boast the ability to

ieain from the user's tendencies and to

react differently If a play is called over

and over (called computer cheating by

some gamers). In games such as

basketball and hockey, developers

script a set of offensive and defensive

plays which have the players moving

and behaving in various routines. The

variation in difflculty settings, accurate

reproduction of character attributes, and

overall flow of the game are all related to

the game's Artificial Intelligence.

MtHT PLAYS

Directly relating to the game's Al

Is the money play. A money play Is

a selected play or move that can

commonly be used In any situation and

will work all or most of the time (to scue,

gain advantage, cheat, etc.). It can be a

pass play In football, a pitch In baseball,

or a move to the goal In hockey.

The money play became a common
catch-phrase in the industry with last

year's Madden 97, Plays in the shotgun

formation of Madden 97 can be run for

first downs almost at will, forcing many

players to outlaw the play from the book.

While new emphasis has made money

plays in games less common, there Is

always a list a plays or moves found In

games that work more often than others.

NOW IS THE TIHE

The spoits game genie has never been

more exciting. Read on as the top

contenders for football and hockey go

head-to-head in oui extensive breakdown

of the newest in sports. Also, take a

peek at our previews for the next wave of

basketball titles. Competition between

publishers is at new heights and it's time

for Game Informer to lay down the law on

in top.



EA SPORTS AND SONY HIT THE

TRENCHES FOR A FOOTBALL BAHLE

NFL GAMEDAY '98

Size: I CD-ROM
m Style: 1 or 2-Piayer Football (Up to 8-Players Via Multi-T^j

m Special features: New Polygon Graphics. Total Control Passing. Wrap

Tackles, NFL & NFLPA License, Adjuslabie DiHlcuity in Six Categories. Create.

Sign ami Trade Players, All NFL Teams and Past Super Bowl Champs (Over

100). Season Play (One Team) with Statistical Traclting. Hilarious Easter Egg

Cheats, 2 Penalty Settings Fantasy Dralt

CiBatecf by. Sony Interactive Studios lor Sony Computer

Entertainment America

Available: Now lor Sony PlayStation

^ The Bottom Line 8,75

MADDEN NFL 98

SIxe: r CD-ROW
Style: 1 orZ-Player Foofba/I fUp to 8-Players Via Muiti-Tap]

Special Features: Commentar/ by Madden. Summerall. and Brown. Create.

Sign and Trade Players, Salary Cap Automatic Instant Replay Alter Big Plays.

Over 100 Teams. NFL & NFLPA License. Season Play (All Teams) with

Statistical Traciiing, User Records 12 Penally Settings, Fantasy League

m Created tjy: Tiburon for EA Sports

m Avan^le: Now lor Sony PlayStallor)

The Bottom Line 8,5

The battle for football supremacy on

the Sony PlayStation began In early

September when tfladden NFL 98 and

NR. GameDay '98 hit the stoie shelves.

At press time, just a few weeks prior

lo hotti games' release, the Game
Iriformer staff has been furiously

examining and playing the final ver-

sions. Evaluating playboolts, sorting

through option menus, and competing

In endless quarters of football are all a

part of the procedure.

As football becomes more complex,

and the fervor of competing develop-

ment companies builds to a massive

level, we as game ioumflllsts become

more and more scrutinized foi the way

we judge games. The battle between

Sony's GameDay team and EA Sports'

Ittadden team Is a hard fought slugfest

of both sides commonly talking down

the other. "Ttieir game can't do this" or

"tlieir game has this bug" are actual

phrases that developers have used to

tail* trash about their opponents. Over

the course of both games' develop-

ment, It has become not only a battle at

two games, but a battle of the egos and

reputations of the people involved with

it like true football, the

battle of games Is won in the trenches

and Madden 98 and GameDay '98 have

just entered them, along with the Game
Informer review staff.

eniPHics

Wlien you put the two games side by

side your attention is quickly drawn lo

the polygon players of GameDay '98.

The difference between the pixelated

"V-Polys," EA Sports' marketing Jargon

to describe their sprite-based graphics,

and the large crisp polygonal characters

f GameDay is quite remarkable.

GameDay's animations, for the most

part, ate extremely detailed. The only

drawback to an otherwise graphically

stunning game is the lack of variety

of animation found In GameDay. The

pass catching animations are most

noticeably lackluster.

Madden has GameDay beat In such

categories as celebrations, catches,

and authentic stadium replicas. For the

most part, the game's animation flows

well, while sporting a great variety of

"TV-style" windows and replays.

However, Madden falls short in the key

categories of running and tackling

animations, in which GameDay shines.

PUT MEGHRHIM UD CaHTROL

In terms of play control, GameDay Is

the most complex playing football

game ever created. Utilizing almost

every button on the PlayStation

controller, mastering the nuances of

GameDay's control can be quite an

undertaking for some gamers. i.aid out

In the same stiff arming and Totai

Control Passing format as last year's

game, only a siii^it modification can lie

found with the use of the spin button. In

Simulation Mode, the spin button

changes to a "special move' button

whlcii, depending on the situation, will

execute a stiff-arm or lowering of

the shoulder. It can also be tapped

repeatedly to break tackles.

Madden 98 still has the tried and

true controls that we've seen for years,

but this year adds a new swim and

power rush move. Another Interesting

aspect of the control is t>elng able to

call the defensive secondary Into a

bump coverage.

The ability to execute the moves are

solid In both games with the slight

advantage going to GameDay for Its

solid running schemes. Madden's

running game, although Improved

drastically over last year's version, is

poorty executed when attempting stiff

arm moves. When It comes to canying

the football. GameDay's Jukes, spins,

and over-the-top dives cannot be

matched by Madden's (albeit Improved)

clunky running. Both games rely heavily

on timing when throwing and catching

passes. GameDay's Total Contiot

Passing is hard for Madden to beat, but

the execution of catches is often a

mystery. Although Madden has some

questionable receptions, the receiving

shines with Its jumping catches

mixed with random spins and one-

handed grabs

Foott>all games' Artificial Intelligence

(Ai) contributes greatly to the way the

game plays and feels. Last year, AI was

the subject of great debate as a number

of plays were found to work all the time

In Madden. Madden's design team

seems to have rectified the problem

with this year's version. GameDay and

liAadden are both challenging games

when played against the computer and

variable difficulties can be changed to

your liking. While Madden and GameDay

have the choice of three or (our difficulty

settings {respectively), GameDay also

Includes A I that Is adjustable in tour

categories. For example, if the running

game is getting you 10 yards a carry

every time, you can adjust the computer

players' intelligence in defending the

run. You can also adjust the computet

skill on the offensive side of the ball as

well. Madden's optional use of player

fatigue on the primary offensive players

puts a visible twist on gameplay.

However, with the sheer amount of

adjustments regarding AI, GameDay Is

the game that will give you more (or

less) performance from the computer

controlled players.

tUIDN PUT in SIlTISTieS

Playing a football game through an

entire season Is what these games are

all about. Pick your favorite team and

battle through the grueling 16 game
schedule while constantly tracking the

performance of Individual players In

hopes that they are among the league

leaders. Both games have strong

and complete statistical tracking for

individuals, teams, and leagues, yet

Madden comes out on top with a

better statistical presentation as wall

as record keeping for Individual users.

(Madden's choice to play any or ad the

games In a single season is also a great

feature, as is the new season generator

aFter a completed season.

IH lOnON LINE

By all means both games are solid

playing and entertaining titles. Madden

has all of the small details covered -

players quiver on the ground when

Injured, celebrations ensue after a sack

or a big reception, and EA's beloved

Madden chirping in the background

is very polished. It tacks graphical

flasfi. but Madden Is also the more

enjoyable multi-player game. It's a

vast Improvement over Madden 97.

GameDay, although rough around

the edges, has a huge variety of

customizable features, intense computer

AI. and fantastic play control. Last

year's version was easily the best

playing toatbail. but this year Madden

close. However, GameDay '98

out on top.

THE BAHLE

BETWEEN SONY'S

GAMEDAY TEAM

AND EA SPORTS'

MADDEN TEAM IS A

HARD FOUGHT

SLUGFEST..."

mmmdma-iwimi

Cmcegt: 9.2S 9

Graghlcs: 8.25 9.5

sound: 9 8.75

PWimilty: 9 9.25

9.S 9.25

9 9.25
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Conceiit: 8.5

Gl^ohlci: S.75

Sound: 8

PbyaOdltir: 8.25

Entertojnmont 8.75

CropMco: 8 9.5

Sound: 8.25 9.25

Ployobdlt): 9.25 8.9

9.25 8.25

gvorall: 8.75 8.75

AIHI UIBEH NFL » HR lEflk HTURN
Tbe Saturn version Is identical to Ifie PlayStation

game, Features and play control are exael/y the same.

Easily the best Saturn football.

"I played througli ttiese games over

and over and both games are good tor

different reasons. Madden has the

classic teel and a (on of personality

Willi the instant replays and TV stats

windows In match-tips against the

staff, battles became far more heated

with Madden and the user stats show
m^ superiority I was also Impressed

with the options and settings, especially

the penalties GameDay has the killer

graphics that (alee football to new
heights. Although there were confusing

phenomena surrounding GameDay's
graphics, they are lar superior to

Madden's. The one-player match-ups

are more gnieling as the challenge

level Is sleep. The stiff arms and
over-the-top leaps are executed
perfectly In the end. Madden gained

ground on GameDay In a few areas,

but GameDay is still the one to beat.

'

'Even though the score doesn't show
if I belleije that Madden Is Ihe winner

in this year's grid-iron battle In

compahson. GameDay is lar superior

in both the graphic and in-game

action categories. The running and
dynamics of gameplay in GameDay
are innovative ar.J above all. more
realistic Madden, on Ihe other hand,

still bares EA's standard 16-bit look

But. here's the thing, il's way loo easy

lo nin In GameDay. and the passing

and interception ratios aie also way out

of whack, whereas Madden has a nice

consistency throughout the whole

game. Plus, Madden's front end istal

menus, options) is designed much
better Both of these games are great

the way they are. and I recommend
Madden tor true loolball purists, and
GameDay to those who simply love

constant head-lo-head competitions

against friends, where penalties

and in-game Intenuplions don't occur

too often.
"

'^s a fanatical Ian ol loolball. I like both

of these games. Each has a vision ol

what it wants to accomplish, and both

Sony and EA have stuck lo their guns.

GameDay's stunning graphics and
special moves set the standard by
which all other 32-bit football games
are fudged, but Madden's balanced

gameplay and rippin' front end makes it

Ihe belter game. Madden's Touch
Passing ts cooler than GameDay's
Total Control system, and in Madden
yau can put men In motion and
call bump coverage on defense

Madden's biggest change, however. Is

in defensive AI In Madden, offensive

yardage must really be earned, but

when I play Gameliay I chalk most ol

my yardage up to plain old luck

GameDay's graphics and player moves
blow Madden out of the water but

this doesn't make GameDay the

better game. If you can live with

the graphics, liiadden's gameplay is

second lo none.'



FOOTBALLv^
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NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '98

MADDENS COMPETITION

Size: 64 Megabi!

Style: 1 lo A-Piayer Football

m Special Features: Full NFL and NFLPA License. Portable Cmaled jQams.

Analog Conlml Passing System, Full Season With Stat Traclfing, Fantasy Draft.

Om 700 Color Player Photos. Marv Albert Doing Ptay-by-Play AH NFL

Penalties, Oner 80 Iniuries. Injuries Last From One Play to All Season. 640i:480

Resolution. Tons of Classic Teams. Over 85 Different Teams in Scenario Mode

(Including Classic Teams Wilfi Actual Rosters), 10 Kinds of Weather Custom

Cam. Rumble Pak Compatible

Createti by: Iguana for Acclaim Enl9rlainment

j; November lor Nintendo 64

the HBA's storage capacity. There are

over 700 different color player photos

packed Into this cart,

A surprise addition to QBC '98 Is the

analog passing system. If you choose to

enable this option, passing will work off

of the analog stick. Players can hold .n

pass button, pull back on the analog

stick, and then release the pass. The

velocity and arc of the pass will be

determined by how Far back the stick is

pulled, At the time we went to ptess,

this feature was not yet Implemented,

but we really hope Iguana has the time

to Include it.

So that's the latest update In the

ongoing development of QBC '98, With

its Incredible list of options and features,

it could give Madden a serious lun.

But QBC '98 is battling Madden's

reputation, marketing muscle, and

fantastic gameplay. Tune In next

month, and we'll give you the bottom

line on this promising t'rtle.

We weren't about to put Madden

64 on our cover without giving

Quarterback Club '98 (QBC '9S) a

chance to speak. After visiting Iguana

headquarters, Game Informer walked

away more than impressed. While

work Is still continuing on the game,

Iguana is putting everything you

could ever imagine into this football

extravaganza. As you can tell by the

Special Features list above, QBC '38

Includes both standard options and

revolutionary concepts.

QBC '98 takes a bold step forward In

fantasy leaguing. Players can create a

fantasy team through the draft, save It

to a controller pak, then load that team

into a friend's copy of the game. Your

friend can also load a team off of a

separate controller pak, and the two of

you can square off with created teams.

This is very cool, and should set a new

standard in backup options. But at the

same time, all this might require the

purchase of a separate controller pak If

you wish to play a full season at the

same time you create a team.

The Scenario Mode Is something

we saw In last year's QBC for the

PlayStation [as well as In a number

of recent KonamI sports games).

Players choose one of 50 different

historic scenarios, and beating the

scenarios will reward players with

secret codes tor the game.

Unlike (Gladden 64, QBC '98 features

a customizable camera. The camera

can tilt, zoom, and pan left, right,

and vertically. Players should have no

problem finding the perfect camera

angle that works equally as well for

the pass and the run. Also. Iguana

has really explored the full potential of

"...IGUANA IS

PUniNG EVERY

THING YOU COULD

EVER IMAGINE INTO

THIS FOOTBALL

EXTRAVAGANZA."
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CUTTIN' THROUGH

THE BULL

All ol these hockey games are (airly

slmtlar to one anottier. They all track

stats, they all have create and trade

playet features, they all have 'new

player animations and detailed

unlfoims.' Some d( these options are

vielcome additions, especially the

upgrades to season play. However, as It

stands right now, not one of these

games appears to be leading In the

category of gameplay. Each has Its

merits, but also Its weaknesses. Thus,

this preview is meant to be informative,

to Illustrate that companies do not

always correct past problems with

games, and that often a mere update o(

a game Is not satisfactory,

Notei All screenshots are taken

from the camera angle we prefened

(or gameplay.

Crested by: Scu/plured Software

for Acclaim

m Avallablei Now hi Sony PlayStation

m Standout Features: Total Team

Management System (Wins During

Season Reward Players With Points

to Hire Coaches. Rehab Injuries, and

Develop Players]: !con Passing:

Split-Screen Pause Menu: Inlelligent

CPU Trading, Game Speed Toggle:

User Records

NHL BREAKAWAY '98

A PLEASANT SURPRISE

Breakaway '98 has more options than

an all-you-can-eat buffet. Cool things like

receiving points to hire new coaches and

rehab Injuries Is a welcome addition to

season play. Another great feature Is the

tWD-player split-screen pause menu.

Thank you so much (or Including

this. Seriously, giving each player

simultaneous access to line edits and

coaching strategies really moves the

game along.

Breakaway includes icon passing, but

we're pretty bummed that the Icons

don't just appear onscreen. The game

makes a big deal out of dropping the

icons onto each player, and they're so big

that It takes away from the action. Just

like In Sony's Face Off, you can control

nonijuck handlers, work the give and go,

even set up the quick one-timer. Icon

passing can be cool, and we're glad it's

Included In this game, but make the

icons smaller guys.

One particularly useless feature Is the

fatigue bar. Players with the puck get

IS they skate, and the fatigue bar

s how winded a player Is. But it

make you pass the puck, and

you can tell when it's time to switch

lines anyways, so this feature doesn't

really matter.

Now, let's get down to gameplay.

Breakaway '98 has a skate backwards

button assigned to the left shoulder

button. Offensive players can skate

backwards In search of a good passing

lane, and defensemen can easily stick to

assignments when faced with a rush. It's

also nice that the switch player button is

on the right shoulder. Using two Index

I on the top stiouider buttons,

along with the d-pad and Icon buttons

provides comfortable and responsive

play control

It's obvious that the guys at

Sculptured played a lot of NHL on the

Genesis, Breakaway strives to deliver the

e style of gameplay, and to a point,

succeeded. Goals i

and odd man rushes are due

e to skill than luck, Sirt tf

complex' of Breakaway, all the large

Insets, glaring icons for passing, and

e meters should have been left out.

The result would be a clearer view of the

, urn ^
fAClOFf

Created by: Sony Computer

Interactive la Sony Computer

Enledamment America

a Available: November lor

Sony PlayStation

a Standout FeatunB: Icon Passing.

Analog Compatibls. Shalting Class.

Best Game Speed Toggle in the

Business

NHL FACE OFF '98

GAINING GROUND

The biggest criticism of last year's

Face Off was that scoring was way too

easy. So rnany times it seemed that the

puck would rocket between three or

four different players, then suddenly

appear In the back of the net. This was

frustrating because In hockey, you

should always know exactly why you

scored. Sure, icon passing was a

revolution, but It made the game

unbalanced.

We're starting to worry, because the

version we have right now suffers from

this same syndrome. Just like last year,

every single combination of button

presses, button holds, and button

double taps are worked into the icon

passing system. While using this

arsenal, seldom do you feel a goal

is earned. You may bury a sweet

one-timer Into the back of the net, but

more often than not your opponent

could have done nothing to stop it.

However. Sony may have found a

solution to this problem. Face Off '98

has a game speed to^le that spans

from to about 150. By slowing the

game down, the Icon passing might be

more deliberate and skllMiased, Of

i. if you don't like Icon passing,

you can slmpiy elect not to use It,

Without icon passing. Face Off Is an

excellent game that may take home

Created by: EA Canada tc

EA Sports

Available: October 1997 for

Sony PlayStation

m Standout Features: Excellent Goalie

Save Animations, Two-Man

Commentary Booth. On-The-Fiy

Strategy Calling

HH198
THE REIGNING CHAMP

After logging playtime on an early

build, we can say for sure that NHL 98

places a strong emphasis on goalies.

The new save animations are really

crisp: In fact, they're the best we've

seen so far. The skating has been

retooled, and players have a variety

of different skating moves. This

certainly doesn't set NHL apart from

the other games, but it is a refreshing

improvement over last year's version.

One big complaint with NHt 97 was

that line-ups could not be saved and

loaded. This clunky part of the bont end

will be gone, and you can be sure all the

line-up options will be up to spec.

The strength of NHL lies in smooth

and instinctive passing, EA Sports is

taking a stand against icon passing, but

at the same time they've done nothing

to improve over last year's passing This

Isn't bad, but EA Sports has a habit

of getting lazy In upgrading their

franchises. To its credit, the sound is a

major Improvement In NHL 98. Just like

Triple Play 98, two announcers will

be doing tlie play-by-play. However,

we're pretty hemmed that Jim Hughson

is the main voice. He was good In Triple

Play, but he definitely does not have a

hockey voice. We'll probably turn the

voicas oft.

The new standout feature is on-t lie-

fly strategy calling. Changing strategies

on-the-fly makes annoying pause

I thing o( the past. All games

now have coaching strategies, but

NHL's is a little better than the rest.

In the end, you can count on NHL

being a good game, but it'll probably be

just another EA update. We want more.

fl
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Radical put out another good game

this year thai shipped in mid-September

(we scored it an 8). but we're

dumbfounded that It's still nowhere

near as cool as last year's Saturn

Radical has some serious hock-

ey talent on their team, but they'll have

to do better next year If they want to be

contenders. Radical should pick up

the Hockey Night ii: Canada license,

continue with their Canadian purist

approach to the game, and get bach

to the gameplay and graphics of

Powerplay '96 for the Saturn,

We should also note that Sega

Sports piched up publication rights tor

the Saturn version of Powerplay '98,

Titled NHL All-star Hockey '98, the

will ship In November. However,

after playing the game, we've decided

that it's not as good as last year's

Saturn version.



Hey kids. Gel one free in specially marked bones of Time Crisis;

f^

With (he most accurate giin anailable for llie PlayStation console, finie Crisis is a ean't-miss proposition.



Presenting a shooting game

so intense it comes with it's

own weapon. Time Crisis

includes the formidable firearm

pictured here, the original award-winning arcade shootin'

game, plus a whole new shoot-

'

fest specifically created for the

'

PlayStation console. Full 3D

' polygon environments surround you

with full 30 polygon enemies.

Multiple modes include Story,

Arcade and Time Attack, plus

'multiple endings. Blast away and

duck for cover as you exterminate the

'
criminal element in a variety of hidden

r zones. It's fast. It's frenzied. It's shoot first

fand do the chalk outline later.

THE MOST
ACCURATE
GUN ON THE

PLAYSTATION

CONSOLE!!!!!!!!

Ll'iiTilJliaW
A LOOK AHEAD TO HOOPS
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With all the good sports games on

the market, game players must t>e

wisB( and more Informed than ever

before. Remember, always be open to

new companies and new Ideas, You

mar be a loyalist to

one company's titles,

to the point that you

don't seriously consider

another game. This Is

called bigotry, and this

Is especially the case

with the Madden foot-

ball franchise. There are stiil a host of

players who refuse to even look

at any footttall game l)esldes Madden.

Our word to you Is GROW UPl

Right now, there are thiee compa-

nies that are leading the Industry In

sports games. There Is £A Sports,

who continues to dominate In terms

of sales and maAetlng. Then there

Is Sony Interactive Studios America, a

young company with a lot of energy.

Their mission Is to beat EA Sports,

and they're doing a darn good Job.

Where they tend to lose out is In the

simulation aspects of games, NBA
Shoot Out '97 was the liesl playing

t»shetball game last year, but fouls,

stats and Individual match-ups were

unbalanced. Their baseball had a

useless stats engine, but played very

well. This year. GameDay Is sweet and

Face Off Is a strong contender. Sony Is

best known for revolutionary strides in

graphics and Interface, often at the

expense of solid stats and season

options. Then there Is Konaml. More

than ever, we're seeing Konaml

Sports games and saying, "Wow."

International Superstar Soccer rules. It

might even be the best sports game of

the year. Konami's basketball line is

really shaping up, with an aggressive

move into the N64 market, Konaml put

out another solid baseball title this

year, MIBPA Bottom of the 9th '97,

and wisely decided to stay away from

football. We predict that Konaml will

return to the hirefront in the next two

years, reliving their glory days on

the NES when they dominated with

titles lllte Blades of Steel and Double

Dribble. To do this, they need to

explore the create player option more

tlioroughly, expand Into every genre,

and start shelling out big bucks for

grotesslonal licenses.

MKKIntf^

So should you be disappointed In a

sports game purchase just because the

Gl reviewers sard another game was

better? Well, that depends on what you

value In a sports game. Here at the

office, we focus on gameplay, while

considering the depth of

the create player feature

and season stats consis-

tency The best game Is a

balance between the two.

We want gameplay, but we
also want all the other

features that make playing

eighty or a hundred games worth our

time. These features usually Include hot

and cold streaks, injuries, the ability to

trade players within the season, accu-

rate and bug-free stats tracking, and a

solid create player. When buying games,

always e«amlne the competition, always

evaluate what you think makes a good

sports game, and above all else, keep

an open mind.

SPORTS

"WITH ALL THE

GOOD SPORTS

GAMES OH THE

MARKET, GAME

PLAYERS MUST BE

WISER AHD MORE

INFORMED THAN

EVER BEFORE."

NBA LIVE 98

• Created by: EASpons
• Available: fJoiifimber for Sony PlayStation

Also Sega Salum

TMs year's \BA Live looks a lot like last year's

game, and the annoying skatlng/ninning st^e of

the players has retjmed. The movement still

isn't close to in The Zone or Shoot Out, but NBA
Uve shines when it comes to individual player

matclHips, realistc stats, and fouls that actually

matter. New this year is the ability to string

together a muWple series of special moves.

NBA IN IKE ZONE '98

' Created by: Konami

• Available: December To' Sony

PlayStation and Nintendo 54

Last year's In the Zone was solid. The player

animations were top notch, and the gameplay

was straightforward and excltine. What it lacked

was a create player feature. Konaml still

hasit added a create i^ayer, so it will most

likely lose out to Live and Shoot Out, but keep

your eye on the fJ64 version, Konaml has no

64bit basketball cofnpetition, and the N64
version allows for multiple players in season

mode. The N64 version is pictured on top, the

PlayStation is below.

NBA HARDWOOD HEROES

Created by: Visual Concepts for

MidK-ay Home Entertainmerl

• Available: November for Sony

PlaySlsiion

Hardwood Heroes is a strong basketball title

from a company known primarliy for arcade

sports games. The game looks great, with

excellent season options and an advanced

gameplay interface. For pictures and more
information, see pg. 68,

Also worthy of note is NBA Action '98 for the

Sega Satum, Sega Sports purchased rights to

the game from Midway, and it's almost identcal

to the PiayStatkir version of Harwood Heroes.

NBA SHOOT OUT SB

• Created by: Sony Interactive

Studios for SCEA
• Available: December for Sony

PlayStation

Sony has added user records to this third

installment in the Shoot Out series, while

focusing on upgrading player animations. New
no-took passes, tipins, and a post up move

should give the gameplay some needed variety.

Let's hope Sony squares up the foul situation,

while figuring out how to keep games under 120

points. Also, ttiis year's Installment is analog

compatible and includes a twoon-tvra mode.
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) We mil no longer have the luxury ol

losing garms and personal Iftings

on his clultered and always

messy desd.

i The PC page could very well be

geekless.

i There will no longer be a strong

connecim between t/ie LI.S. video

game industry and Norway

i There mil be no one lelt In the olflrx

who can wKhsland playing Tall ol

Ihe Sun lor three slraighl weeks.

} Our good Iriend Bodda the menkey

will depart Gl as ivel/. and will

become Erik's dormmate.

) There will no longer be hundreds

ol Coke cans scatlered around

(he oltice.

i We mil no longer hear thirty minute

lectures on why jump-jets are cool

) We uill no longer have Ihe luxury ol

silting through thirty minute lectures

on why powered armor Is cool.

) We mil no longer have the luxury of

sitting through two hoar lectures on

why Norway is cool

I We'll be bresldng up the best stall ol

game editors ever assembled.

Rrst Pictures of Konami's

Hybrid Heaven
Along with the eagerly anticipated Metal

Gear for Sony PlayStation, Konami is

developing another 3D RPG exclusively

for the N64 called Hybrid Heaven. Utilizing

a real-time 3D graphics engine, Hybrid

Heaven puts gamers into an immense 3D
environment, where they'll need to master

both fighting and gun play as they work their

way through the quest. At this point the facts

are a little scarce, but we do know that the

team working on this title wants to "one-up"

the guys working on Metal Gear. This is goof

news, since competition always creates

better games. To see an AVI, go to Konami's

web site at http://www,l<onami.com/.

The WWF Returns to

the PlayStation

Acclaim Entertainment gave us a preliminary

look at WWF -98 for the Sony PlayStation. Not

due to hit the PS-X until next spring, the game

contains 12 of the WWF's toughest wrestlers. The

version we played only contained a one-on-one

mode, but we already saw the menus for tag team,

match, and weapons match. Up to four

players will be able to compete in all or most

of these modes. The preliminary play control

was set up very much lil^e WCW with a

punch, kick, and grapple button. Moves can

vary depending on where characters are

standing tn relation to the opponent. We
executed pile drivers, a suplex, and a

number of other throws. We're sure there

will be plenty of other moves.

Working Pesigns to

Bring Alundra to U.S.

Working Designs has secured the rights to Sony Computer

Entertainment Japan's action/RPG Alundra. Currently

available for the Japanese PlayStation, Alundra features the

niain character from the Sega Genesis hit LandStalker, and

gameplay that Is very similar. Working Designs commented

to Game Informer that the translation process is already 50

percent complete, and they will attempt to hit a December

PlayStation release. This is Working Designs' first PSX RPG, and

it will not be coming out for the Saturn as Working Designs has

abandoned ail new Saturn development. Ouch!

Activlslon*s Apocalypse

Slips to December
Apocalypse. ActlvisJon's PlayStation game starring

Bruce Willis, will not be released until March of next year.

Originally scheduled to release on the PlayStation In October,

the delay is due to problems with the play mechanics. An
Activislon representative stated that, "Bruce Willis and all

the marketing in the world wouldn't sell this game if it had
lousy play control." We'll keep you posted on the progress

of Apocalypse.

Sony to Release the

Largest Racer of All-Tlnie

Chevrolet

Toyota

Nissan

Subaru

Honda

Chrysler

Mitsubishi

Mazda

Astin Martin

TVR

II looks like our E3 Rumor section (featured in Gl. August
'97) holds more fact than fiction. The first rumor that we
mentioned was about Sony Computer Entertainment,
Inc.'s mind-blowing new racer entitled Gran Turismo (GT).

Lo and behold, this rumor is true, and we actually played a

test version of it last year. The test model of GT Is a hidden

iiiode in Motor Toon GP. and as you've probably guessed, it

? being done by the same team that did GP.

We've actually had a chance to play the real build of the

game at Sony and yes, it is mind-blowing. The big feature in

the game is the number of cars. Right now, there are over

100 different vehicles, and in the end they are hoping to incorporate 120 different

cars into the racing experience. With this cornucopia of vehicles to choose from,

you will compete on eight different tracks (all featuring very little pop-up]. With this

many vehicles and tracks, you'd probably assume that the graphics would suffer,

but they don't. GThas a very realistic and flashy look to It, where you'll see all the

cars with headlights at night, cool wheel action (with that strobing reverse spin

action), and true-to-life physics and racing techniques.

Obviously, Sony is trying to make this racer the biggest of them all, and right now
it sounds like they'll accomplish that objective. The game is set for a January
release. Also, GT 's cars are all officially licensed production cars. Check out the

list to the left.

Oex Coming to N64
Last month, we reported that Miitway Home Entertainment had entered into a

publishing agreement with Crystal Dynamics. The agreement allows Midway to

publish both of Crystal D's highly anticipated PlayStation titles, Pandemonium
2 and Gex; Biter the Goeko. However, there was one unanticipated

amendment to the deal, Midway has requested that Crystal Dynamics
(working in conjunction with Midway) create a version of Gex: Enter the

Gecko for the Nintendo 64.

As it stands, Gex: Enter the Gecko will be available for the I^lintendo

64 sometime in the 1st quarter of '98 (probably inarch). Due to this new
development, the release of Gex: Enter the Gecko for the PlayStation

has been delayed until January 20, 1998,

Data File:

tJUa^nfiniti itie Americ^ iiferket

finally gets a chance to experience

Sony's new Hip Hop Hero, PaRappa
the {tapper (see pg. 56), The game,
which has sold more than 500,000

a sequel. Or at least that what the

ending of the game implies when it

flashes a big PaRappa the Rapper 2
ad. A U.S. release of PaRappa 2
is pending, but nettling has been

officially announced. j

» Over tile recent months, Konami
has been showing more, and more
of their upcoming line-up, hut one

lille that we had never hearfl of

was their new, N64 only, fighling

game tentatively litleO GJI.S.P.

Konami claims ttiat this title will be

the first "tnje" 3D fighter for the

H61. and will feature rendered

backgrounds and characters.

t Game Informer has learned that

Cyrstal Dynamics has already begun

work on a sequel to the underground

hit. Blood Omen: Legacy ot Kalri.

This new incarnation is being

created on an alteration of Ihe Gex;

Enter the Gecko 3D engine and

should be ready in late '98. This

lime, however, the game is being

developed in-house, rather than by

Silicon Knights.

t Midway Home Entertainment has

recently acquired the publishing

rights to Kemco's racing title Top

Gear Rally for Nintendo S4. No
release date has been announced,

but we expect Midway to sriip this

title as early as possible, so as not to

conflict with their November release

ol San Francisco Rash

t Unfortunately, Acclaim's NFL
Quarterback Club '98 for PlayStation

has been canceled. Fortunately, all

resources at Iguana (responsible Tor

the franchise's development) are

now focused on finishing up WFt

Quariertack Club for Nintendo 64.

With the late release dale lor the

RayStation version, and the embattled

football market on PlayStation. Game
Informer would have to say Ihat the

decision to cancel was a wise one.

t Electronic Arts has acquired the

rights to Infogrames' V-Rally. an

off-road rally racing game thai was
originally going to be published by

Ocean in the United Slates, Look for

V-Rally to ship In the States by the

end of October. Unfortunately, we
were unable to get a copy of the

game before this issue went to

press, but look to G( tor the verdict on

this game In November.
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MK Mythologies

Nears Completion

While MK Mythologies is still on

tracts for a late October release, mucti

of the game is still Incomplete. We did,

however, get a chance to play the first

three levels and see some of the FMVs.

The acting In the videos is pretty bad,

but the story is cool and makes for

some entertaining sequences. Another

interesting fact about this game is that

Sub-Zero gains his powers thrci

experience. Do a three-hit combo and

get 8 experience points. Get enough

experience points and you earn the

freeze ray, and so on and so on. There

are a total of eight moves that Sub-Zero

can execute.

ASC &ame5 Signs Jeff Gordon
Jeff Gordon is the defending Winston Cup points

champion. ASC Games, looking to capitalize on Gordon's

superstar appeal, his knowledge of racing, and his well

known love for video games, inked a deai that has Gordon

co-producing a number of racing titles over the coming years.

The games will be available on a

variety of different platforms.

Nintendo Unveils New tome; tania.

eriffey.andyoshiSlideto'Sd

»K
5 everyone already knows, Nintendo's favorite

word IS "delayed." And once again Nintendo is

using their favorite word, butthis time they are

also saying "surprise" with the Introduction of

a new game from RARE.

Dfddy Kon^ Racing will arrive for the

Nintendo 64 this November. It is obvious

that Nintendo and RARE have been developing

this game since the inception of the N64. Game
Informer has long predicted that Nintendo would

release an N64 game revolving around the DorAoy Kong
Country universe before year's end. However, while Diddy Kong

Racing will release on November 24, a number of previously

announced Nintendo games will not make it for the hoi days

Nintendo has officially announced that Banjo4(azooie MLB
Featuring Ken Griffey Jr., and Yoshi's Story (new title will

all be released In the first quarter of '98. Hudson Softs

Bomtorman 64 has moved to December 1 and w II be

published by Nintendo.

With all of the changes,

Nintendo's N64 release

schedule consists of just

three titles for the rest

of 1997.

1997
• M/sch/ef Makers -Sapte he

DIddy Kong Racine -Novemb
• Bamberman 64 - Decembe 1

• Yaahl'3 Stary - Febiuary 9

• Banio-Xaroois- March 16
• MLB Featuring Ken Grifky ]

- Marcl-i 30

• Buggle Boogie - TBA

Body Harvest - TBA

• KIrby's Air Ride - TBIK

• Zeiaa e-I - TBA

iHrst Look at i^iFA: Koad

I

to the Worid Cup 98
EA Sports IS starting to leak

information concerning the upcoming

title FIFA: Road to the Woritt Cup
98 Planned for release on the

PlayStation, Saturn and PC, the new

RFA looks to recreate (obviously) the

road to the World Cup. The grueling

process of the preliminary qualifying

rounds will find players choosing from

172 national teams to compete for

one of the 30 open spots In the final

qualifying round (to be held in France).

Of course, the game will also include

standard league play with an additional

193 teams from 11 different leagues.

Players will be able to customize

cups, and the gameplay is said to be

faster and more responsive. FIFA: Road

to the World Cup 98 will ship in late

October/early November. The shots do

not appear to be actual gameplay, but

perhaps were taken off the Instant

replay feature.

i (3siJ(ia^@>flHi^

N64 6ameShark Available Now
Maybe you're just not good enough. Maybe there's one boss you

cannot defeat. Maybe you've finished your favorite game, but would like

to play It again with unlimited weapons and Infinite health. Well,

Interact is here to help with the announcement that their popular

GameSAarA line of accessories has just swum into 64-bit waters.

Available now for the Nintendo 64, GanieSharh uses alpha-numeric

codes to hack into a game's programming.

^^^^^^^^^^H Tvoicallv the G?>mpF.hf>rk Orant'; piayerc M, (f^^^^' aovantages like immortality, infinite jjftsg^Hfc
weapons, and double attack damaee, ^i^fllMj^
There are also codes for sports games.

For example, the GameShaik can activate instant home runs or

guaranteed strikeouts. In an adventure game, the GameShark
might enable all the keys, gems, or special powers.

Available now at an MSRP of $49.99. the GameShark is

one predator that no 'cheater' will want to miss.

MPK Coming to Television

Mainframe Entertainment has Inked a deal with

Playmates Interactive and Shiny Entertainment to

produce an animated TV series based on the game MDK.
Mainframe, producers of the ReSoot series, will target the

television release of MDK for the fall of 1998. The PC version

of MDK Is currently available and Playmates will release a

PlayStation version in November.

Minnesota Tlmberwolves' Star Helps

Out Acclaim
Acclaim has enlisted the help of Minnesota Tlmberwolves

auard Steplion Martwry to provide the motion-capture for

Acclaim's upcoming NBA Jam '98. Arguably the best rookie

in the IMBA last year, Marbury's quickness and dynamic

moves will certainly add a lot of flare to Acclaim's basketball

title when it is released next spring.

TKi site Is loaded with Mortal Kombat 4

ItiforwatiDn. pittwu, and moves. Plus, this site

featvres htfonnaflni on every other Mortal

Kowiiat title, even ttie wiej that are not

retoued yet. If you need an MK fix that floes

beywd the gawei, cartoons, and movies, cheek

out this superbly designed site.

O Wl^sl are Ihe three Super FX chip games

thai never came out for (fie Super

Ninler}do'? Hint: Tvo ol Ihem ran on Ihe

Super FX2 chip.

In Modal Kombat 3 what do Cyrax. Sektor,

and Smoke (nol Human Smoke) turn into

for an Animality?

@ Who is Ihe last boss in Resident Evil?

O In any ol Ihe Super Mario games, has

Mario ever eaten a mushioom that could

kill him?

@ What does TSftsland lor, and what game

put them on Ihe map?

Puke Nukem Coming fo PS-X
It seemed odd that the PlayStation was the only high-end platform

without a version of Duke Nukem. With the announcement of Duke Nukem:
Total Mettdown. all this has changed. New to the PlayStation version is

exclusive episode featuring six new levels. One of the new levels is called

Womb Raider, and supposedly, it mocks Tomb Raider, with one
slight difference - the chests are bigger in different spots. The
other new levels are called Wipe 'em Out T President Weevil,

Duke Fiction, Marks the Spot, and Club Apocalypse, No
release date has been announced.
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Sega Stresses Quality With Holiday Line-Up,

Unveils New Title From The Creator of Sonic & Nights

Borrowing a phrase thai has been common around the Nintendo offices. Sega stressed

"quality over gusntity" at their recent Gainer's Day near Sega of America's HQ in Redwood City,

California. Only about thirty first and third-party tiles were shown at the event, but Sega gave

members of the press a chance to play and learn inore about some of the Saturn titles due out in

the next six months, Sega also unveiled, for the first time, Banting Rangers liom designer Yuji Naka.

While Naka's name might not be In your vid vocabulary, two of his games - Sonic and Nl^ts
- most likely are. Based off the same engine as Nights. Burning Rangers is much like the walking Enemy Zero

portions of Nights except with jump jets and an assortment of fire-fighting weapons. The two

environments we saw were set in corridors and multi-leveled rooms, Burning Rangers was clearly

still very early In development. It has been announced for spring of '98,

Aside from Sega's Burning surprise, there were a number of other

\K u noteworthy titles that Sega will publish (not too many mind

you...remember quality]. Se^ Touting Car has been closely

guarded by Sega since E3. The 60% complete version is

extremely fast yet still rough around the edges. Sonic R is

' said to be on path for a November 18 release, but we

were only shown a 30% complete version which was almost

identical to the version we saw in June. Panzor Dragoon

Saga. Sega's action/RPG sequel, is looking awesome (see pg.

60) and was easily the best game shown at Sega's event. Also

S" shown was Last Bronx. Although it doesn't have the sheer
* character numbers of FI0>tet's Megamix. fighting game fans

should be on the lookout for Las! Bronx, a solid effort from AM3.

First-person shooters in the form of Duke Nukom and Quake stand

up very well to their PC and console counterparts. Quake, programmed by

Poworslavo creator Lobotomy, has the graphics working smooth, but is still lacking character

placement and Al. Duke is said to include much of the original PC version's content. It was set up

on deathmatch via the Net Link which proved to be very enjoyable and quick (although the two

games were set up right next to each other).

Sega Sports fumbled the ball with last year's NFL offering, and so there was no announcement

of a new football title, but Sega has acquired NHL and NBA products to go along with their already

outstanding soccer and baseball projects, NBA Action '98 is developed by Visual Concepts and

Is the same PlayStation product known as Hardwood Heroes. The hockey title, NHL All-Star

Hockey '98 is the Radical Entertainment developed title Powerplay '98 on the PS-X. With the

help of key developers, Sega Sports has its strongest sports line-up in the Saturn's history.

A total of thirteen third-party games were shown at Sega's Gamer's Day with standouts being

Fox Interactive's Croc. EA Sports' Madden 98. and Capcom's ffos/tfent Evil. Ten Pin Alley

from ASC was our dark horse favorite.

Sega of America has gone through some drastic changes over the past year with corporate

reorganization and the dismantling of most or all of its interna! Saturn software development in

America. Sega of America may be feeling the grips of control from their Japanese parent, and

it shows. Upcoming software (including Touring Car, Quake, last Bronx, and Sonic R). is being

somewhat guarded from our hands, a practice that frustrates and limits us in providing you with

more extensive coverage on games. We can

write only so much from just screen shots

and fact sheets. Vet with all the negativity

surrounding the company Sega of America

CEO Bernie Stolar reiterated the strong

base on which the company stands and Its

long history in the industry !

the third pony in a two horse n

are here for the long haul.

3 may be

!, but they

Sega'9 First-Party Software Schedule

Burning Rangers - Spring '98

• Duke Nukem 3D - October

• Enemy Zero - November

Last Bronx - Late October

• Tde Lost World: Jurassic Parii - Now
• NBA Action '98 - October 28
• NHL Ali-Star Hockey '98 - October 21
• Sega Touring Car Championship - November
• Sonic R - November 18
• Panzer Dragoon Saga - March '98

• Quake - November
• Worldwide Soccer' 98 - November

Duke Nukem

WCW Vs. The NWO: World Tour

"Hollywood" Hulk Hogan - NWO
Kevin Nash (Oulsideral - NWO
Scatt Hall (Oulslders) NWO
Sywi NWO
Le-Lueer-WCW

Giant WCW
NaliireBoy"RlcRair-WCW

Dean Malenkn - WCW
Eddy Guerrero WCW
Chris Benoit WCW
Strng - WCW
Bogus Sting - NWO
Scott ND'lon NWO

--.r- Mvifor (Steiner

Pi, I =vintT|S(einer [

St^v:T, Ruga: - WCW
Roy My5lerio, Jr. WC
UltiriiD Dragon WCW
Boss Characters

WCW Nttro

Sling - WCW
Hollywood'

\l3n" Randy Savaee - NWO
sh (Outsiders) - NWO

Scott Hall (Outsiders) - NWO
Syx« NWO
Lex Luger - WCW

Diamord Dallas Page

Jeff Jatretl- WCW
BoDkor T {Harlem Heat] WCW
Stevie Ray (Harlem Heat) WCW

Character Lists Revealed For

TH*Q's Wrestling 6ames
Duhng a recent visit. Game Informer got a chance to play both of

TH*Q's upcoming WCW titles. WCW Nitro (for the PlayStation] and
WCW Vs. The NWO: WorU Tour (for the N64) will both be available this

November.

For wrestling fans, these games may be the end-all. be-all of wrestling.

WCW Vs. the NWO features a very entertaining 4-player battle mode
and 24 wrestlers from the WCW and MWO. Plus, there will be plenty of

international wrestlers as well (TH*Q stated that there would be at least

45 wrestlers in the game, possibly more). In addition, the new rope
physics blow away anything we've ever seen, and it's also cool that

players can choose what organization they will represent. In other words,

if you choose a legitimate wrestler, and you want them to sell out, migrate

them to the NWO. Will the N64 be bathed in black?

In WCW NItro's case, the game features 16 WCW wrestlers and a

number of hilarious pregame taunt FMVs for each character. There

should also be some hidden characters to unlock, as well as 'run-in'

characters during matches. On the left are WCW characters that will be
available in each game;

WCW Nliro - PS-X WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour - N64
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THE POWER DF PLAYSTATION'"
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Duke Gets An Upgrade On the N64 The n EHperiEmE fomes Home

Leaderboard Pil and Po^ Toggle. F

Driveis. Manual. Aulomaiicand Semi-/

Created bv: Human tor UbiSotl

'tft^
and brake pi
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Exireme-G tor the N64. With the ability to

different ways

'a^a»m̂Intermectlate, and Extf^.,,. ,.,.

points, and rankings are all lallied during the run for

extreme giofy. Another mode is Sbool-Em-Up, where you
lilerally blast through the course, experimenting with a

mowing targets accelerating ahead of you. This
Is a great way to perfect your aiming and driving

abilities before stepping into the ring with the big boys.

Of course, you can also race head-to-head with friends

(and enemies), because ExIreme-G offers three different

mufti-piayer formats. There is head-to-head, where you can
race against one to three player(s); and, for up four

players, there is also the Flag Game and Battle i

) compete in. In the Rag Game you race 2nj
the track trying to pick up flags that are

spaced out at various locations on the Ij^ck,

Unfortunately, there are no

;

"QrJ'Fj

I
Reineh, The Raging Gamer

There are eight different magnetic-wheeled

j

cybercycles that have warying degrees of

I

acceleration, top speed, shields, handling, car

J—.
strength, and twelve

^J Because the cybercycles have nwgnetic wheels, it is

possible to ride up and down 90 degree inclines and

feM4i''tfi

,

on the front. However, similar to WipeOut for 1

PS-X and SS, you can pick up

by making contact with

3C
that reverse your opponent's controls, Phosphor Flares that blind riders

.ncase a rider in a blob-like substance, and Lightning Rays that shoot out
of your bilte (just like those spiked metal hubcaps in Grease).

If you en)oy the speed and combat of the WIpeO
Extreme-G. Eye-drops strongly recommended,

The Bottom Line
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Sf»: I CD-ftOW

ayte: ' or 2-Player Raang

m Special Featurss: W Tracks iAddilional Hidden Tracks Likely), Analog

Compalible, Real-Ule Sponsorships (Mountain Dew. Kawasah. Chet

Boyardee.-j. New Turbo Dsslgn. Tricks. Magnetic Grapple. Wmnmg
Trophies Reveals Codes

m Crpat&a by: SingleTrac lor Sony Computer Entertainment America

m Avslleble: November for Sony PlayStation

The blazing insanity of Jet Moto tias returned (or o second
showing. Its look has improved and the control seems to be a
little bit easier to master, but tor the most port, the song

remains ttie same.
Aside from improved handling, the bikes are exactly

the same. Magnetic grapples allow rocers to whip around

corners at insane speeds and turbo boosts allow them to

ochieve those insane speeds. In addition to the ability to

lean over lor a sliding turn, there is a new fast turn that has

been implemented. It can be executed by hitting the top

shoulder buttons.

Jet Moto 2's biggest advantage is its tracks. The air you

can catch off of some of the jumps is unbelievable. One of

the tracks consists of a theme park roller-coaster with a
corlescfew. At one point ttie track leads into a giant circus tent and shoots you into the air.

We counted at least five seconds of air time before the bike finally hit the ground.

The biggest difference in the game is that the difficulty is much more progressive. Like

the previous Jet tuloto, every time you beat o circuit in Season mode, three more tracks

are unlocked. You will then be required to go back to the beginning and beat all of the

previous tracks In addition to the new tracks. As it stands right now, the first circuit Is a

Cakewalk. But then in the next season, the drivers get a little bit smarter. This progresses

until you reach the point where you have to hit every track perfectly for the final circuit.

This is a lot different from the original game where every race wos tough from the very first

track.

As it stands right now. Jet Moto isn't all that different from its predecessor, but

the fact that it's in such an early stage of development
and looking so solid is enough to excite us.

^J^H^H^V / \ ^B S^ KM ^^B S J*' J^^^Scfeen.lSAultsmcCircmTradfBiBo!^ W
W^SaKltr^ * ..^^^^mmmUmm M ^ \ ^O^a) and Roa^l. cart Team and ~

il
'•''*' «. a** *- * %nV8E.lra*o,S™la;™Mi,*P.s, V)

T^" ^^" »»» » C'aTB&ge. tarmiisura. Craals „ .._ •»

^11 1 11 11

the PlaySiktioh ^V^t^.

CART is short for Championship Auto Ri....^ ,

the CART circuit has been making great strides, enjoying a r

jiJ--^^!'
areater popularity than its rival circuit, the IRL (shorl for Indy Racing

League). Most of the big name drivers and sponsors have headed |f-™=3,,,
over to CART, and Sony was quick to snap up this popular license. liffiTBri

Fans of open wheel racing will find a lot to like in CART. All the

tracks are from the CART circuit, so this means players will be racing

ovals as well as road courses. Monterey, Long Beach, Toronto and

Michigan are a tew of our favorites. Each course requires players to

configure their car. The car configure options are fairly standard.

Players can adjust their front and rear wings, fuel load, tire

compound, and gear ratio. If that's too complicated, players <

p [| choose Arcade mode, where car configuration doesn't matter -

HE^Hp' ,

,'.

, Ihe Simulation mode is much more entertaining. Choosing lines, then

i&^f.
"it^ accelerating out of turns is the heart and soul of CART World Series,

^i^-:. ^
' So here's the big question: how does CART World Series differ |'^!^

from F1? We really don't know. The games are quite alike, and CART's 1'*^^'

racing style even seems hauntingty similar to EA Sports' Andretti i

„ ,0 00
Racing. CART definitely offers some serious crashes, and the chance lb' . cf

,

'—
' to compete on the CART tracks with the CART drivers is really cool, f

,
Also, at this point, CART has outstanding detail. Everything from the

"

-V grandstand, to the pits, to the temporary baniers recreate the CART
perfectly.

CART, as a debut product, will need to do a lot to capture the pole
" from games such as Ft Championship Edition and NASCAR 9B,

' \ ) these are both established franchises. Feeding off the succi

, Sony Interactive Studios is now making a big push into I r,
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comKil:

CrWlcs:

a 75 'There are >m huge reasons why
love this game. The hrst is. 1 iove

S any game that rips oft Uetroid

isr\y favorite game of all-titrje). The

myHil): 9.5

9.5

-V'4t 1 4 'i
]lood squirt for alxut ten seconds is

awesome. Then Konamt tiirows in

very addicting gameptay (1 know

:an beat this boss. 1 know ! cani

y.b golhic-styted grapiiics (that Marilyn

Manson Ireak would love this

game), and spooky voice-overs

think I've died and gone to gaming

heaven, if you think you're good
enough, and you can stomach the

carnage, try Castlevania This game
rocks! A must for Melroid tans'"

r7«"=»»a^r, '
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a.TB 'or Symphony ot the Night, we

Symphony seem like a growing and Mgaaat:

^T^^nS?f!!
''

^'MB^ffi:
(if<ii!l

'

iifWiH ns act as keys that ivill unlock a series of

form into a wolf, bat, i

M
. You'll need to collect gold before you

iphony of the Night i:

mi t your defense,

unning an item and weapon

m _ch • Style: t -Player Action^Adventure

„ perform, and "
l*^*^'^!

t'eatures: Morf^ing Abilities. Gain Levels

Shop. Level Map. Magic
materials- Even after you L ^,.,.,. , ,, ^^y,^^^^, „„

|1 far from over. Similar to Zelda for the NES, "

^j-Vhony of the Night features a hi

which flips the game map upside down an

,
i^ems, and weapons to this already ^ f„^ BOTTOH LiNE QmS



pickups, and similaritv ^^ control all I

Your primary pur ,

I on the level. Once a sub has collected all five

resoneofthesemarvels.you will have to hunt them down and hit them with heavy L|

elude doubling your e

lunt of weapons you pick up per

wmmm
damage yuur sub i

armor, and doubling the rai

While it's tempting to compare Critical Depth to T

theme thet they share, the games really aren't all that similar. Critical Depths's focus, like TM2, is

e along the lines of crazy combat, whereas Treasures focuses more

hB F
af Gun
Games is
Here

'

,.ijriii*iii*»

whereas Treasures focuses more ^ j^^ BOJTOM LiNE fl25
world. If you lowed Twisted Metal, / ,

W«».W

The Game Houbre

is

25

- "Personally, I'm not a huge Ian ol gun
" games. They really don'l hold my

ailenllon loo terribly long. Time Criss,

however, is an innovative product that is

rg nol only Inn to play, but extremely

submersive. Each time you pep up from

8 hehind cover another bead ol smai
appears on your Draw as you

8 hapha^arbly jump into the lire light anrl

Stan blasting. Plus, the enwomenis are

eicetenf, with objects Itiat can t>angyou
on ttie head oc mn you oi/er. Mildst the

sea of gun'shooier games. VmeCnsis
is definitely a standout If you're a gtin

game fan. Time Crisis Is a must. The
cool gun alone mates ii worth tt

"

Reiner. The Raging Gauer

8.25

-The biggest gripe I'l/e had with the past
higli-sndgun game releases is thai they

g- have all lisen way too short Fortunately.

Time Crisis is lairly lengthy and rnore

g Importantly, enmaining from beglnnlna

to end The gameplay is unique, simply

B_jB because you can now evade and hide

This new little feature adds so much
71% depth and control lo the already highly

inlansitied gameplay and rest assured,

this title cannoi be walked through In a
day To be successful you'll need to be
able lo quickly spotan enemy hiding two

hundred leet away, and then swiftly

knoclf a slug into his pupil. Level

memorization and quick trigger play

the only way,"

Jon, The Greedy Gamer

8.5

__ "Evgn it you don't like light gun games.
'•''' you should gve Time Crisis a look The

g jg Action button is outstanding. Cmlsiitg

around, popping up from bSiInd cover,

8_j5 and unleashing on a screen lull ol

enemies makes Time Crisis tar and

g away the best light gun game ol

all-time. Staying alive is difficult, and

g with the ever-present lime clock,

compteiina the game will take some
work. The storyline is actually

interesling as well II you like Ughl gun
games, go out and pick up Tima Crkis.

II blows away games like f^atlmum
Force andArea 5(

"



Resident Evil 2 is easily the most talked about sequel of the year,

and until now, no one really knew anything about how the game
actually worked. Recently, Capcom of America visited the Gl

office, and lightly secured inside one of their duffel bags was the first

playable version of Resident Evil 2, This small portion of the

game that we played through will actually be the demo included

in Resident Evil Director's Cut.

Technically, we can say that this is a standard sequel

running on Ihe same engine as the original. Between scenes

there is still a large chunk of loading time thai is hidden behind

the "opening door" sequence, Plus, the characters still walk and
,

njn in place while turning, and items that can be moved or picked

up can easily be seen (the Scooby-Doo effect), Tfiess are a few

problems we had with the original version that are evident in the

demo version, buf with a January release, Capcom may still

have a couple ot tricks up their sleeves.

One of the many new gameplay features is the struggle

moves used when zombies leech onto you. In RE2, you are no

longer helpless when this happens. By pressing different buttons

you will be able to squirm and knock the zombies off of you. Thus, you will

save yourself some valuable health if you can break free quickly.

Plus, one of the biggest problems with the game has been fixed (to a

certain degree). As you know, when your weapon is drawn and you need

to change your direction of targeting, the character spins extremely stow,

This IS still in the game, but thankfully you will only run into this problem on

a minimal basis. Now when you draw a weapon, the game automatically

lines up your targeting with the nearest enemy. This new feature Is

and (he reaction lime ot your character spinning around is as

quick as it can be (while still being realistic). It does have problems though.

Let's say you are in a room loaded with several different kinds of

zombies, and the weakest one is the closest to you. Obviously, you'll want

to target the tough guy first. To do so you will either have to spin slowly or

simply move closer to the enemy. Moving isn't a serious problem (and it

may be the best way to play the game now), unless the zombie you want

to kill has some kind of projectile attack or long range swipe. It so. you'll

want to stay far away, since it's a no win situation.

The two characters you'll control are Leon and Claire (no longer Elza),

and we assume they have different characteristics. Then agan. this RE
adventure could be structured differently, where both characters will be '

within the same 2-disc game. This probably won't happen since
,

leaving the same spilt-characler formula (with one easier than ihp other)

only makes sense. For one, it adds great replay value, and two It may draw

more people into playing the game simply because it offers up different

difficulties and a touch of both worlds.

The graphics displayed In this sequel have also been enhanced and

while it still features the same painted backdrops, more items and

obstacles have been implemented, making the game look more realistic

When we say this, we mean that all ot the Items in a room are no longer

confined to spaces along the walls. Now they take up precious walking

f

impressm. but the paff !tml I leally like

g IS that H still manages to keep the Street

FigfilB! leel. even thwgl} it's m 3D. This

8 game also has same ot the best Slree!

fighter chaiaaers ever - Pullum. Blair.

Cracker Jack. Ihe lislgoes on and cm. 11

you haven'l playeii Street Fighter in a,
while, you mighi be pleasantly';

surprised. Slreei Fighter EX Plus AljXia

,

For those of you who are into the game for the horror aspect we II jusi

say this - ihe game is a lot freakier than it use to be. lulore suspense more

uncertainties within the plot, and more sutprise entries for enemies have

jammed into this sequel. RE2 is definitely a game that cannot be

missed, and even after playing the demo (which is approximately twenty

minutes in length), we wanted more..,much more.

"Wliy not? Really, how car} yougo wrong
" with a polygonal Street Fighter title thai

_ jg features the same dynarr>ic gameplay
" "and fighting mechemcs as the original

ojs'^'^^s^^- T'le only dlllerenca between
the traditional 2D versions and this one is

8,75 ffte appearance. The gameplay still

leaiuresthelourhitiones, threepunches

t Hand kicks, back fo ijtocA, and the same
techniques tor specials and supers. Plus.

there are now more characters than ever
<-' tielote. new stun moi/es. and awesome
- throws Stat must be seen to be believed.

I Ken and Ryu have a lev new moves.
' plus all ol the projectile attadts look

than they ever have. Hey. Dhalsi

actually a worthy characlei

nere are a couple ot Ken end Ryu wgnnabee.

\L 8.E8 The

i^^escellent treat. The other standoull
feature is the graphks They rock. From'

8,76 fie sur^rst K.O., to the specials, to the'

throws, everythingpst looks outstanding.
'"

'"'
'lasic Street Fighter moves are still

around, and the specials are pretty much\
Ihe same, but Sie new stun moves a(kl\

good depth to close quarters combat.
Attempting a slun is risky but the reward!

Is a numbed and confused opponent tully^

open to a baitat array ot attacks. If you'r-'

a smart SF Ian and you've passed i.

many ot the Street Fighter mutations. E
Pfas Alpha should be the next EF in yoi

cdtecSon." ^





by Erik, the PC Jedl

Bon Voyage, and Beware the Paisley Side of the Force
'^ I am leaving Game Informer this month to go back to school and flex

my academic muscles (they've become somewhat flabby as of late).

You may be wondering if I'm completely Insane to be leaving a Job
playing vids and writing about them for school, but the fact Is. it's

much easier on the gaming regimen to enjoy vids in your free time
and leave It up to Game Informer to do all the work. Of course, this

pathetic justification won't prevent me from whimpering in my sleep,

'coulda been playin' vids" the night before a big exam, but I'm hoping I

won't have a nervous breakdown before I actually get to school.

^SBZS^SS

jS^

Pacific General - SSI

im not a har(k;ore war gamer, so you should keep this in mind when

Jeading my review, but also remember iriat I gave Panzer General

a pretty decent score. Pacific General Is a solid turn-based war

simulation but I had some serious freeze-up problems on our brand new
MMX Will someone explain to me why a game that consists of maps and

pseudo-animated units requires so much RAM? I also thought the music

was a little on the tacky side. Come on folks, this is World War II, not a

happy slappy jazz club. Otherwise, the rehashed rules system and

added emphasis on naval combat were refreshing, "Rve Star General

Senes fans should pick this one up for its new maps, units, and the

omplete compilation of all previous maps and units, but i don't think

Pa ific General will be everyone's favorite.

Interplay

6,6 Atomic Bomberman is

anotfiet game that could have

been great but suffers from

on-line multhp layer syndrome,

Where's trie one-Dlayer appeal

Interplay? You can play as one

playe' againsi Ai BomDermen
In Battle mode, but there are

no other opponents or trlchy

puzziea in the game. I^me,

Ardennes Offensive - SSI

8S Ardennes pai'i d great

deal of attention to the

history and taUics of tht;

of the Bulge Like fts

though I have to

^'^«==^ ^^—-^a?"
V/y/vv

Carmageddon - Interplay

I

enjoy nothing more than a game of driving mayhem, and
Carmageddon serves up a fine fare of pedestrian pulping insanity.

While the game can actually be won by completing the tracks, the

more common method is to knock your opponents around until an all-out

vehicular brawl breaks out and continues on until one car is left standing

(preferably yours). The game can also be won more sadistically by

mashing every single pedestrian on the level; however, this is quite an

arduous task, since there are often well over fve hundred. Car upgrades

can be purchased with money earned from smooshing pedestrians

in creative ways and slamming the opposition into the next dimension.

This is an extremely entertaining game that people with any sense of

decency or scruples should avoid. I certainly won't.

Once again, I took a trip to Gen-Con to see what the

PC companies might be willing to show to pen & papei

role-playing gamers that they wouldn't to the vid gaming

press. Unfortunately, the only big companies of note

were Sierra, Blizzard, Microprose, and Activision

(and they didn't reveal anything too mind-blowing).

Microprose was showing an interesting looking

real-time strategy game called Seventh Legion. Its

sole claim to individuality amongst the real-time

5tiategy horde is that players will be able to

Li-5'j special "cards" that work like spells on the

-I iironment and units. They were also pushing,
. not showing, Mechwarrlor III. Don't worry

.

''. i. we saw it at £3 and it looks really cool.

Activislon, who lost the rights to do the next

Mechwarrior game to Microprose, was showing off

their new fighting mech. bipedal tank game, Heavy
Gear. To help promote the game, they pulled out

the same life-sized bipedal tank they showed at

E3. Microprose and FASA Interactive had two

cheesy guns which they pointed at the looming

figure. I thought It was a nice touch, but it remains

to be seen who has the better game.

Ultra MIfilgcK - Sierra

8 This game is good but short.

it's a nice break from whatever

you're working on. Best placed

In the hands of the gaming

meek who only like to play

games like Tetris and Solitaire,

I mould bave taten it more

seriously if there were more

than 18 holes.

Tony LaRussa Baseball 4 -

Maxis Sports

Besides featunng a

gj gorgeous front end loaded with

tons of fantasy features, Tony
' LaRussa doesn'l offer the

gamer much In the gameplay

category This is a great

simulation game, but not one

that can be "played".

Activislon has also been busy with other things, as

they recently acquired Raven, the creators of Heretic.

Hexen. and Hexen II. ActivisJon has also purchased the

rights to do a CMf/zat/on-styied game from Avalon Hill, I

haven't managed to get ahold of anyone at

Microprose (previous publishers of Civ and Civ II) or

Activislon who seems willing to talk about the details

ing the Civilization license, so it's possible

we could be seeing some interesting legal fireworks

in the coming months.

By the time your read this. Origin's Ultima Online

should have reached the end of its Beta testing

process. The game allows players to interact with

each other in an Ultima 7-styled environment. Expect

to see this much delayed game released in time for

the holidays.

Westwood has announced that Command &
Conquer: Red Alert's expansion disk, Counterstrlke,

has become the best selling expansion set In history.

The game sold over 650,000 copies in three months.

I completed X-Com: Apocalypse tills month and

I am sorry to report that it has the second lamest

ending in video game history, (The worst was Karnov

on the NES.)
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In PaRappa the Rapper the only thing that

can. There are six stages in PaRappa and

! FMV clips. All the !

different songs and rhythms, and your goal

I for each of these Is simple - rap to the grind

_..je features yourself and another

character ranging from a i

frog. They'll start you off c ,.

and you'll need W follow it up in rhyttim

ton presses with

the Rap-0-Meter featured on the top of the

- - 's

-,r--^...^.A wtiere the game gets lough. The lead rapper

will ludge you on how well you rap, and il you

, they'll often score you

laaia er^tering the sequence

X
r |i iii iii

I tap fan, but you dt

one to get into PaR:

iio be rappin- gocti. but to Oe piay it and don'l ur
raoD/n cool takes skitl and ouite s u -, k ^^^ ^3,^11 onto the

lappa is definitely a strange game, and D^f^^^-S^
9f^ f'^^ '"^ i'

take =omp aettinn used to. If «ou do """ '«*"'' '" ^ 9ianl crater.

I

J lu I Soviet

corner will
improvements. Explosion effects look

\t may be a tad easy lor some, but this '" 'ow'- '"Sfe are

game/sdeA/i/fe/cnorffiarenfa', Cftedicomplele. Some are
''0"''" and fans 0I Shiirow's work will recognii

' " " lyolthe ctiaractersand enifironmenls

.; appear llirDugtiout this game. But

rhaps Ihe best part of Itie game is

on in the game, so we suspect he

probably decided not to renew his

Soviel Strike, you

9 8.75 8 a

7 7,5 8.2s 7

BtsTtaMiint: 8 9 8.75 6.6

^ iil

never-before-seen new animated loolage

(featuring the ghosl babe and her Irusly

Fukochima) Ihal are unlocked as you vKork

,
your way lh[

9 7.75 8.25

8 7.75 8

•va:^:
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mssthecountiy. Saturn NetLink brings

III speed online gaming smack dab into your sweet little home. When you're done kicking long distance butt.

:rade e-mail, oi chat with others through the NetLink Browser*. And now you can score a Saturn NetLink with

ames for a piddly $99^--. Remember, someone, somewhere, wants to take you out. Get them first.

iillilliij mim ^
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S€GA TAKeS SONIC OH THE ttOAO

Sto; ' C[)-BOM

m Style: I or 2-Player Sonic Racer

m fecial FeaRims: 2-Player Spfit-Screen. AnaSeg Controller

Support, 9 Racing Charac\ers f4 more Hidden'}:26Q Degree

Environrnenl 5 Courses, 5 Gameplay Modes

CreaM by: Travelers Tales for Sega

m Available: November 18 for Sega Saturn

Sega hasn't bad too great ot a

track record after the trashing they took

for the first Saturn hedgehog game,

Sonic X-Treme. They hope to gel back

on track with this newly designed

character racing game titlaj Sonic R.

Billed as the "first character-tiased fool

race" game, inilial impressionsgave us

the teeling Ihal the game was aslighily

enhanced version of Ihe tube-styled

bonus worlds of Some 3D Blast, Bui

-is' '*, : t'I...l-

with a second look we found there's

more to the game thai pits Some

against his classic friends and foes

like Tails and Or, Robotnik,

Described as using a graphical

effect termed "12 Layer Cross

Distance Fading," Sonic R will

deliver fast-paced seamless action

through tight canyons, past majeslic

water falls, and around enormous

loop to loops Although we've only

viewed one level ( or Irack") from a total

ot fve, Sonic R shows off a smooth 3D

engine wilh little or no graphic lag.

Players are also not tethered to a main

course, so exploring for possible

shortcuts in water, woods and other

obstacles ts a necessity.

Players will have the choice of five

game modes - single-player multi-

player. Grand Prix, Time Attack, and

Plus, you can just lose the race

and jump around the many different

Al press fime the

game was only about 40%
complete, SO look for the bottom line

on the newest Sonic g;

future issue.

The i^cond of two Panzer

Draglm^games released way
j

oack irniiay of '96, and it Is sf"

one ot the beW^Salum games ever I

made. It you had Ihe opportunity to

experience the stunning graphics of

eilher game you had better Pel that

Panzer Dragoon Saga s niDlli-discs will.

10 say the least, offer arffi|ier visually

impressive feast for Ihe Sms. Saga

mixes some of Ihe same pooling

elements of Ihe previous litles'vyith a bit of role-playing and 360" fUghl/on-foof?

exploration. Taking the rcia of a young hunter named Edge, your quest will weave

shooter wilh strategy and role-playing wilh flight

Just like in E Zwie, your dragon will morph into different, more powerful foms.

The battles upon your Irusty dragon are similar lo the arcade style of the previous

games, but have interesling mixes of strategy, weapons and other special powers.

The classic elements of role-playing present themselves with towns and lands to

explore, but these RPG elements are framed within 12 "levels' that contain plenty

of burly real-tinie bosses.

As Game Informer has always considered 2 Zwie to be the one ol the finest

video games ever made, seeing an early Japanese version in action had us

reaching tor the older version to pacify ourselves while dreaming

of Ihe new complexities that may be included ir

Ijjok for more in future issues on this promising and

^ready impressive Saturn title.

DIRTY GAMES ARE NO FUN.
CLEAN EM UP!

Dirty electrical contacts in your game unit or cartridge, caused by dirt,
dust or fingerprints, can result in poor picture quality, fuzzy sound slow
or incorrect game play.

Recoton video game cleaning products, used regularly, help prevent
these problems. Restore the power to your games and cartridges.

Start using Recoton cleaning kits today for optimum performance.

1

V 137 FUN
Cleaning kit for use with SEGA® GENESIS®,
Cleans game unit and cartridges.

Otfier Recoton game care, maintenance and replacement products tliat meet
or exceed onginal specifications and UL / CSA safety approvals,

V135 FUN Cleaning kit for use witfi NINTENDO® system and cartridge
V136 FUN Cleaning system for use with GAME BOY® & cartridqes
V139 FUN Game cleaner for use SUPER NINTENDO®
V350 Game switchi for use wutti NINTENDO®
V354 AC Power adapter replacement for use with SEGA®GENESIS®
v477 AC Power adapter replacement for use with GAME BOY®
V479 AC Power adapter replacement for use with NINTENDO ®
V4a3 AC Power adapter replacement for use wilh SUPER NINTENDO®

Recotdn'
2950 Lake Emma Road, Lake t^ary.FL 32746

S Copyngtir 199B.Recotan Corp.,New d All specifjcations subiect la changa withaul nc
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1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Pla/er Head-lo-

Head Tojmament Fighter

Spsctal Features:

Seven Play Modes, Auto

Blocking, Cham and

Juggle Combos, Polygon

Gfaphics. 16 Characters

(Plus Four Locked)

Created l>y:

Polygon Magic, Inc.

for TH'Q

October lor Sony

PlayStation

Style:

1 or 2-Player

Action/Adventure

Special Features:

Two -Player Cooperative

and Bailie Mode. Cool

Weapons. C realise

MJEsions. Dinosaurs.

Vehicles

Crested by:

Appaloosa tor Sega

Available:

Now tor Sega Genesis

The sixteen characters in Vs. all belong to

rival gangs - Beach, Streets, Campus and

Hoods. Although Game Informer does not

condone the notion of street gangs, it is tun

to pit each gang against the other in this

all-out polygon brawler. Instead of featuring

lons-of-button combos, Vs. relies on a

simple three button attack interface. Punch,

kick, and punch + kick are the three

buttons used to string together standard

and juggle combos. There Is a 3D evade for

those who can't take the heat. Vs. also

sports an alternative soundtrack with

up-and-coming bands such as Pigs in

Space and Suicide lulachlnes.

Ttfl Lost world:

Jurassic Park

We can honestly say that this game is more

fun than the PlayStatlon/Satum version.

This 32 meg cart sports some killer OIno

animations, and the island is large and

complex. Our favorite mission so tar has

players using a laser to push stegosauruses

into cages. The graphics look great for a

Genesis game, but when there's a lot of

on-screen action, the slow down

become frustrating. As with any good

action/adventure, there are a ton of

pick-ups and different weapons. Players

can also call for air-drops when

of supplies. To top It off, two players can

cooperate on missions, or battle it out head-

to-head. We'd love to see more titles like

The Lost World for Genesis. It's entertain-

ing, and pushes the Genesis to its limits.

Size:

I CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Player Motorcycle

Racing

Special Features:

Analog Compatible, Street

and Dirt Bike Classes, 8

Different Bikes Per Class.

Third and First-Person

Views, Tricks on the Dirt

Bike Racing Courses

Created by:

Delphine/BMG lor

Electronic Arts

Mott Racer GP

The tew bike racing games we do see are

usually pretty poor. Ivloto Racer may be the

first truly entertaining motorcycle racer for

the PS-X. Its sheer speed and Intensity are

unparalleled by other more mediocre bike

games and the analog compatibility makes

a world of difference in a game where

accurate turning is crucial. The street and

dirt bike racing are extremely different from

each other, and players will need to adapt to

a new set of rules when they move from one

to the other Our biggest concern about

Moto Racer at the moment is how many

tracks it's going to have.

Late September for Sony

PlayStation

r It
Bring Home TheF

I
EA Sports • NBA Live 98 |

Oct. 31

Reserve it Todav!
Receive a FuncoLand special edition

phone card with 3 minutes FREE long

distance time by making a $1 deposit

applied to purchase of Castlevania*.

Colony Wars
Nov. 7

Crash Bandicoot 2
Nov. 7

Buy it!

Receive a FREE Castlevania music CD*

when you purchase Castlevania*.

SAVE!

astle/ama
g i-uiiiiiliuiiuf ofitir Jlifltit

Tomb Raider 2

Nov. 21

Look in this month's Game Informer

for a $5 coupon good towards the

purchase of Castlevania*

I
EA Sports • Madden 64

Nov. 21

Reserve selected games with a $1
deposit apolisd to purchase and

receive d FuncoLand Special Edition

I
phone card mth 3 minutes FPEE long

itance time. Release dates m
I

change. They are estimates from

product mBnufacturei.
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1 CD-ROM

Style:

1 to 4-Player Beat 'Em Up

(Via Multi-Tap)

Special Featuret:

Five Ctiaraclers lo Choose

From (She-Hulk as

Njmbar Five), Fore and

Background "Rirows,

Special Power Bar Moves,

Groovy Soundtrack

Created by:

Probe tor Acciajm

Enteftainmenl

Available:

Mow for Sony PlaySlalion

Fantastic Four

Acclaim has done a number of licensed

super hero slinkers in their lime.

Fortunately, Fantastic Four has a few things

going for it. Ali five characters have special

moves that take energy from a power bar.

Mr. Fanlastic's, of course, are the coolest.

The game also has a lot of nice touches.

On the first level, for instance, you are

constantly being attacked by hordes of

molemen from all directions. It sounds

obnoxious, but it's actually quite entertaining

to beat the crap out ot them and then throw

them into the street only to be hit by a

passing car. In fact, the level starts with a

horde of molemen marching into the cily

only to get kacked by a crashing Mac

truck. Har. Har.

Bnshlilo Blade

BSSSSSP^

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Player Action

[4-PlayBr Via Multi-Tap)

Special Faitum:
4-Player Racing Mode,

Crazy Nbw Frogger

Levels, Classic Frogger

Upon Completion of

Game, Tongue and Super

Jump Moves

CiMtwJby:
Hasbro

November for Sony

PlayStation

Frogger

We all have fond memories of Frogger, and

Hasbro is hoping to cash in on this

nostalgia The new Frogger features

polygonal graphics, new levels that twist

and turn all over the place, and new moves.

Frogger can now croak, grab flies with his

tongue, and do a super jump. The game

also features a 4-Player Racing Mode

where players can race against each other

to rescue the colored frogs that are

hidden throughout the levels. All of the

levels feature extremely constraining time

limits, requinng players to memorize every

step of the way

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Player First-Person

Shooter

Special Featuree:

Spl It-Screen Cooperative

and Battle Modes,

Beautiful Environments

and Lighting Effects, Wide

Variety of Primary and

Secondary Weapons

Created l>y:

Probe for Acclaim

Acclaim is pulling out some heavy hitting

games as of late, and Forsaken is one

of the stars of Ihis line-up. The action

has Descent written all over it. but the

sheer graphic quality of the game places

Forsaken in a league of its own. Players

take on the role of competing scrap

scavengers on a post-apocalyplic Earth,

Their vehicles of choice are open-air

hoverbikes which will allow for a great deal

of gore when they get slammed by high

explosive weaponry. We haven't seen

this particular feature yet, but we've been

told stories of flaming limbs flying ali over

the place. We expect January to be an

Interesting month.

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or a-Player Fighting

Simulation

Special Features:

6 Fighters, 8 Weapons,

2 Ditficully Settings.

Expansive Playfield, One
Hit Deaths, Iniuries. Firsl-

Person Mode. Computer

Generated Endings. Link

Compatible

Created by:

Square Soft for Sony

Computer Entertainment

AvaHal)le:

October tor Sony

PlayStation

Released earlier this year in Japan.

Bushido Blade has finally been translated

for the English speaking populace. True to

form, Bushido Blade is like no other fighting

game before it. Not only does the player get

to pick from one of eight weapons, but the

Story li^ode allows for the exploration ot a

castles grounds. Ivloves are dependent on

the strength and speed of the characters

as well as the weight of each weapon. The

original concept and character animations

shine, yet the gameplay becomes fairly

repetitive - especially in the two-player

game For the senous fighting game fan.

Bushido Blade is definitely worth a look. But

be forewarned, this game isn't for everyone.

I Shlpwreckers

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 -Player Action (2-Player

Battle Mode)

Special Features:

8 Weapons, 20 Levels,

Three Views, 2-Player

Battle Mode, Caribbean

Steel Drum Soundtrack

Created by:

The Wheelhaus for

Psygnosis

Available:

Movember for Sony

Infatuation with the pirate experience is an

important part of everyone's memories.

Treasure Island. Swiss Family Robinson,

and even Disney's Pirates of the Caribbean

ride portray a frightening yet romantic

chapter in western history. Psygnosis is

publishing a title that appeals to the lighter

side of pirating. As an overhead shooter

game that is both comical and challenging,

you basically cruise your ship around

the twenty different levels taking down
enemies, collecting booty and avoiding

deadly obstacles. The soundtrack plays like

a segment from Weekend at Bernie's, and

the gameplay is fun tor the whole family.

Action .'Adventure

Special Featuree:

Multiple Moves (Including

Running and Walking

Strafes, Dive Roll,

Diagonal Jumping, and

Kicking), tulega Man Cam,

Real-Time Cut Scenes,

Weapon and Armor

Upgrades, Talking

Created by:

Capcom

Available:

Fust Quarter "98 tor Sony

PlayStation

Mega Man Neo
What do you do when you no longer have

any new game ideas? What else. You take

a 2D 16-bit game, and turn it into a unique

3D adventure. Mega Man Neo could easily

be considered just another Mega Man,

since the basic gameplay premise is the

same. But with the new moves and

ultra-large interactive environments, it

would be hard lo say its the same old thing.

Plus, the combat is still extremely intense,

and it appears as though puzzles will play a

big part in this quest. So far, we think that

Neo looks outstanding, and let's hope

that Capcom can make this game a grade

A winner.
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1 CD-ROM

Style:

1 or Z-Player Professional

Wrestling Simulation (Up

to4-PlayefsVlaMLilll-Tap|

Special Feetures:

l2WWFWresllara,

MoIion-CaplJ'Bd

Animation, Tag-Team &

Cage Matches. Weapon

Matches

Crested by:

Acclaim Enlenainmenl

Available:

isl Quarter '96 lor Sony

PlayStation

WWF'98
Acclaim returns to the squared circle for

another version of their long running WWF
franchise. Unlike their numerous ports of

existing Midway arcade titles, Acclaim's

WWF '98 IE a brand new creation featuring

12 photo-realislic 'rastlers like the ominous

Undertaker and the not-so-ominous

Goldusl, The play control relies on a fairly

common setup with a punch, kick, and

grapple button. The variations in game

modes look to be very interesting with a

wide selection of multi-wrestler matches

including cage matches and contests

including weapons. WWF '98 won't show up

until next year, but the WWF will be back on

the PlayStation with a vengeance.

W^..-j^ I

BSS^

1 CD-ROM

Style:

1 10 2-Player [Up to

8 -Player via Multi-Tap)

Special Features;

On-The-Fly Playcalling,

Icon Passing, Cool Special

Moves and Drives, Full

NBA and N8A Flayers'

License, Coaching

CreMedby:
Visual Concepts to

Midway Home
EntBrtainment

November for Sony

PlayStation

Hardwood Heroes

This is a bold new project that surprised us

all. The play control of Hardwood Heroes is

in-depth and comprehensive, Players can

call for a double team, set picks, call up

icon passing, and drive to the net. Literally,

there are tons of different button functions

and combinations. We especially like using

the circle button to keep defender's hands

up or down, A full host of season options

puts this game on par with NBA Live and

Shoot Out. Player-to-Player matchups,

offensive and defensive playbooks, and

sweet polygon graphics round oul this

impressive hoops title. Also, expect to see

a name change, as fvlidway is trying to use

'Fast Break,' which was the title of a

SNES game developed by past Midway

acquisition Tradewest,

Bpii
S/'^^Set^

BM1

or 2-Player Light Gun

Special Features:

More Than 30 Bonus

Areas, Weapon Power-

Ups. Three Missions, Two-

Player Cooperalive Mode,

Friend lies

Created by:

WMS for Midway Home
Entertainmen I

Available:

Now tor Sony PlayStation

and Sega Saturn

Maximum Force

Ivlaximum Force is an encellent arcade port,

retaining all the seat-of-your-pants light gun

action that made the original a hit, but it

can't touch Time Crisis. The bonus areas

are unlocked by blasting away different

things in the backgrounds. This gives the

game good replay value since gelling all

the bonus levels is extremely challenging.

The friendiies always seem to pop up at

the worst times, especially when traveling

quickly on one of the numerous vehicles.

Graphically the Saturn version is a little

chunky, and the letterbox format is a

drag. Othenwise, both games play exactly

the same.

Sue:

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Player Shooter

Special Features:

Controller or GunCon
Compatible, 50 Different

Carnival-Styled Shooting

Games, Unique RPG,

Training, 2 Difficulties

Created by:

Namco

Available:

January for Sony

PlayStation

It

Point Blank

Arcade gun fanatics and NRA members
can now rejoice, as Namco brings the light

gun shooter game Point Blank to the

PlayStation. Unlike most shooter games,

this game is not just the same old goal over

and over again. Instead, Point Blank Is

filled with over 50 different carnival-styled

gun games that range from your basic

shoot-the-burglar-in-the-window to blasting-

the-flying-dragon-from-the-sky levels. As
with all Namco arcade conversions. Point

Blank also lias a new mode that is available

exclusively on the home version. This

strange but entertaining new mode, which is

a lot like an RPG, lets the player cruise

around the world and pit their gun blasting

skills against various opponents.
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1 CD-nOM
Style:

1 -Player Action/ Platform

Special Features:

Raller-Coaster Tracked

Level Designs. 2

Characters, Special

Power-Ups, Ledge Grabs,

Rope Climbing. Hand-

Over-Hand Swinging,

Pandemonium-Styled

Mecha Levels

Created by:

Crystal Dynamics for

Midway

Available:

Odober for Sony

PlaySlalion

Pandemonium 2

We aren't huge fans of the roller-coaster

track syndrome that debuted in NIGHTS for

the Saturn, but it's impossible to deny that

Pandemonium! was a good looking game.

Its sequel is pretty much the same deal with

some added improvements and alterations.

The most obvious change is that Nikkl is

looking a lot more like a Femme Fatale

than a geeky enchantress wannabe. The

characters can also do a lot more than

running, jumping, and shooting. They can

climb ropes, hang from ledges, and swing

hand-over-hand across bars to get to secret

areas. Oh, did we mention the characters

can also climb Into a giant wooden 'robot?'

1 CD-ROM
Style:

1 or 2-Player Action

O-Player Via Sony

Multi-Tap)

Special Feetures:

13D Levels, 14 Bonus

Levels, 4 Grudge Match

Levels, Hidden Levels, and

Grudge Matches

Created by:

WMS for Midway Home
Entertainment

Rampage: World Tour

Our long lost Inends Flalph the Wolf,

George the Ape, and Lizzie the Lizard are

finally back after an 11 year hiatus in

Midway's newest update. Rampage: World

Tour, They're still masters of destruction,

and they are accompanied by the beautiful

Dr Betty Veronica as they smash, eat, and

rack up points through over 130 levels of

monster crushing action Their mission is

to stop the evil SCUM. Lab CEO, Eustas

Demonic, from taking over the world.

How 40 h. monsters eating and destroying

everything in site is supposed to accomplish

this goal is beyond us But who cares? This

game's about destruction and destruction

we shall have. Look (or this game to hit the

PlayStation in November.
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Is isttw only lime in Symphony of

ghl where you'll conlroi a Belmont

Vftinless you use the code in Secret

Access pg. 76) smd use the standardized

Casllevania whip. The only thing you'll

hawa to do here is slay Dracula Don't

worry, you're immorlal. The real game
doesn't start until after this sequence.

Ciitfr: CafitlfbaiiiJ

This strategy guide has been creatsd toMp guide you through this miesome game;

however, there are a couple rules that you need to remember as you cruise around:

'.) Save whenever possible. It refills your fife bar and magic power.

2.) Always try lo see every corner of every room. Finding Itie Relics and Familiars thai

are located throughout this game Is half the fun. Oh yeah,..the weapons aren't bad

either.

3.) l.eam to use your shield. It will save your life.

A.) When you get a new Item or weapon, always check It out In your equip menu to see

what il does and how powerful It Is.

S.) Break every candle and vase you see. You never know what you might find.

S.)Once you get the mist form, It is very useful for cruising past difficult enemies

(Itwugh il is good lo fight everyborty. since you'll need the experience).

7.) If you are having trouble with an area, Ws always a good Idea to cruise around and

get more expehence, and then try again.

Here, Alucard shows thai he Is a very

deadly vampire - complete with a deadly

sword, arxl a ple^ora of spells. First, get

used to the controis and how Ihe spells,

map. and vreapons work. Now, run to the

right. After battling a few wolves and

zombies you'll njn inlo Death, He Is not

very pleased thai you are still alive, and

will stnp you of all of your weapons. After

this sad occasion, continue on the path lo

the nght, go up. and head to Iheteft. In the

first large room (which we will call the

Main Hail], Kill the green armored

skeleton lo obl^n a Short Sword (equip

It) Then, as yoj work your ways up Ihe

stairs enter the middle room t" the left

aitlieiiti' aabmatorif

From the Save Point, grab the relic

Cube of Zoe from the pedeslal at ihe top

of the siaircase and then head through

the door to the left. This door will take you

to the Alchemy Laboratory. From here,

the game will become less linear, and

you'll actually have to use your head.

Your lirst goal here is to grab the Hide

Cuirass from the globe past the block of

spikes all the way to the left ot this room

Now. head up to the next room, jump over

Ihe spikes to ffie left, and destroy the blue

flame to obtain the Leather Shield Then,

climb up to the series of platforms m the

center ot Ihe room. From here, head up

past the elevator and exit using the door

on the far left. Note: Ttiere is a Save Point

located in the lower right-hand room naid

to the elevalof.

Before you head up the platforms,

malse sure you enler the secret rooms

located dov^ and to ihe left. Now Idlow

Ihe passage up and to the lell, making

sure lo grab the Resist Thunder potion

Irom Ihe lab table along ihe way. In ihe

next room you will encounter a semi-

diffculi puzzle. First, hit boHi switches so

the spikes go down. Then, push the crate

onto the spike casing to the right, then hit

the m\ch to move the crate up. Now, use

the crate to jump up to the path that leads

to the Cloth Cape. After you get the cape,

head back to Ihe puzzle room and then

exil through the door that's up and to

the left.

Follow the series ot platforms down

and back up, making sure to visit the save

poinl along the way At the top, the

passage on the left leads to a mystical

door that you can't open yet, and the other,

to the right, leads to the first boss. Before

you enter this room, make sure that you

have the axo power-up (located in Ihe

Ic^imost flame), and plenty of hearts.

SScothers of 5).itreti

especially the blue guy who shoots

flames. Keep him off your back. Use the

axes to take damage off of both ol them

when then are together. OthenNise,

crouch and hack Ihem to death. 'Tour

reward is a Life Max Up, Exit Ihe boss

area to &ie right.

Without going up, follow Ihe palh unlil

you can no longer go to the right. You will

run into an elevator. Use the elevator to

visil the two floors located below where

you will find Ihe Basllard Sword and

Sunglasses, respectively. Make sure you

pull the lever in Ihe cannon room to open

the passage, but don't fall back down into

the library instead, backtrack lo the

upward passage just after the boss area,

and head up. Stop at the Save Point on

the nght. and then etrit this room afthetop

right. Continue going right until you come

lo another open passage where you can

go up or down. Either way will take you

where you want to go, but it you (all down.

you will encounter a pot'on. Exil this room

to the nghl.

i^ai-bic i&alitvv

To kill Ihese bad boys try and keep

them together as much as possible.

i to the right and then down.

In this room, there is an exit that leads to

the Clock Room on Ihe lop right (don't go

there), and a Save Poinl in the middle and

to the right (go there). After saving, head

down and Ihen exit lo the left. Follow this

passage unlil you reach the bottom. First,

relic that shows enemy dainagfe. T
haad out lo the right and follow the

winding passage (taking special care

when iighting ihe Plate Lord and the

Clultii) until you come lo the door leading

back Into the main hall where you found

Ihe Cube ol Zoe.

Press the switch to lower the block

and create a link between the main hall

and the fi/arWe Gallery. Save in this room

if you wish, otherwise head back through

Ihe Marble Galley and lake Ihe passage

thai leads into the Clock Room (you

know, the place we told you not lo

go earlier).

iilcrtmg on tljc ^av to tlic

lEiist ^fbc

Ai vcj iTdd'e your way lo the right.

yoo will run inio Ivlana. Talk to hei. and

you'll be back on your way. Continue

going to Ihe right, follow the winding

passage until you come lo a fairly large

room with two exits to Ihe right, and then

take the door on Ihe lovrer level (the other

passage is blocked by a magical door).

Follow the Long Hallway and II l^es you

all the way lo the east side of Casllevania

called the Outer Wall.

©liter )Mall - gcnmiitig llir

^olf Jfonii

This secllon Is actually a large lower

filled with deadly villains, multiple exils.

and an interesting lower level. In this

room, the first order o( business is to go

down and then directly let! to fight the

Armor Lord. After you defeat him. enter

the room he was guarding, and break the

wall on Ihe bottom left-hand side. I^ow, go

back out and explore the rest of this area.

Obviously you can't go Ihrough Ihe mist

door yet. but you can look out the

telescope at the bottom ol this area by

pressing up.

Head back up to the entrance ol the

Outer Wall, and lake the topmost

passage heading leH This passageway

will basically make a U-turn up and over

^^p^'-"'"
,.ii
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il
to Ihe next level ol the Outer Wall. It

contains a Save Poinl all Ihe way to if*

left, and a doppleganger boss on the next

level. Use your shield to block his attacks,

and gel in close when you attack,

otherwise he'll quickly evade your swipes.

After you kill this impostor you will be

rewarded with a Life Mmt Up. and a
Gladius Sword.

Now. continue on up the Outer Wall,

The lirst door to the left is the Library (skip

il for now), the second contains a

leleporler. Use it and grab the Heart

Power Up on the other side, and then

return to the Outer Wall. Continue up past

the sword demon, and activale ihe

elevator by flipping the brown switch

below It. Head all the way to the top to

enter the Save Point, and Ihen go back

down to the elevator (make sure you ship

the door between the elevator engine and

the Save), In the elevator you will find the

Soul of Wolf relic allowing you to

transform into a Cronos fonn by pressing

R2, Now, head to the library. You can

either walk there, or use Ihe elevator by

going down one lloor,

iTIii' ^011(1 liibrari'

Uncurse Item.

Rrst, you want to go all the way to the left

on the bottom level to get the Bronze

Cuirass, Mow, backtrack and take the

stainAiay up to the next level. As you go

up, you'll want to zigzag up and over to

the left. Eventually you'll come to a room

with an old man selling items. You can

buy what you want here, bul make sure

that you save enough money to purchase

the Jewel ol Open ($500) that opens all

the blue Mystic Doors, and the Castle

Map ($103), We also recommend the

Sabre ($1500). it will make killing so

much easier. Next, head over and up to

the right and grab the Faene Scroll relic.

Now, leave Ihe Library and seek respite at

the Save Point located In the U-turn that

connects Ihe upper and lower Outer Vfell

sections. From here, head back down the

Long Hallway.

©nlacliing tin* jfiret

Mvsut Boot-

In the room following Ihe Long

Hallway you must lake the top right

passage that leads to the Mystic Door

This area is fairly long, and since

some of Ihe enemies in the Library can

cast a curse on you, make sure you break

(you remember the one we told you about

in Meetng on the Way to the Easl Side).

Go in and flip the switah. Now. in the level

directly below you, Ihe floor has opened

up. In there you will find a Library Card

and an Attack Potion After thai, head
west and you'll discover another

downward passageway Ihal has opened

up. It leads to the Underground Caverns,

Take it!

JHiibrrBroiinl) Caberiifi

As you work your way down you'll

come across a Save Point in Ihe

right-hand passageway on the lefl. Save

if you must, othenwise head to the left.

Keep going west (avoiding Ihe downward

passage for a moment) and grab Ihe

Hearl-Up and Bandanna. Now lake Ihe

downward passage (making sure to visit

Ihe room off to the lefl); however, dont

exit this siaircase area. Instead, climb

bac>( up and head back to ihe right Si

again, and then follow this pas$
downward.

Eventually, you will fall down thgi3

into a huge waler-filled cavern, Tlwa
exit to your right contains a Save h
but your objective is to (
lowermost room on the righl i

contains an easy snake boss. FrofttJ

continue to your righl, but don't w
aboul grabbing the sword,

concentrate on getting up into the rtj

cavern Go lighl tlie boss to the righli

succeed, just kill the two snakes, t
|ump up behind her and slash av

she dies you will find a Crystal

the room lo your left. Now, h

(don'l worry, the water's gonaja
the Scimitar Sword (not as SOOd^
Sabre) and the Resist Ice P

''

Ihe right.

Now, head back l^ and folicw^

cavem passage. First, push the bkxfcd
to the left and plug the leak so that itW
the room with the four enemies ft

Whatever you do dont fall in the vratar.i
confinue on to the left until you enter ti

next room. In here, grab Ihe Pen
(yes, you'll take some damage), a
fall down Ihe watertall, making S(

slick lo the waterless left wall, f

bottom, go under the watertall and grabS
Max Life Up, then take the exit to Ihe le

Keep going west and evenlually you vfl!"^

come to an oarsman who will take you to

the Merman Statue. Ride back with the

oarsman and Ihen take the upward

passage that lies just lo his right. This will

lead you back to the beginning of Ihe game.

From here, your next goal is the untouched

staircase-looking area located on the

leftmost part of the map.

You can get there by going through

the Alchemy Laboratory and then

entering the passage that is blocked by a

Mystic Door (check out the Alchemy

Laboratory section on pg, 70 tor more

details).

^opal COoppI

Immediately, you will Rj^i)^ Maria

once again. Say hi, and then "enter Hie



another s!-,i.... . .. ughi

(werecomiiiciiuyijuusciii. Ai liitiDpof

^ this steeple you'll tinditie Cutlass (still nol

i good as the Sabre), and a

passage lo the right. Take it

€aztk iiecp -

Scqmnnii the

%

I
Royal Chapel The room

' directly to your left is a Save

again use ly you

e tow on heaitli), and thw^i^
up and over to llie vase on the left to

acquire an Aquamarine Ring, Next,

proceed up the long stairway, sneak past

the spinning puppet sword, and enter the

room on the lower right. Inside here you

will find the Knight Shield. Then go back

and scale up the stairs on the right and

exit, in this room these is a confessional

to the right Sit in the left chair and a priest

will come out and give you food.

Next, climb lo the lop of the steeple

and grab the Silver Plate and Max Life

Up. Exit oul the passage to the right.

Keep traveling east and you'll come

across another steeple with a door to the

right, and then a boss at the end o( the

hall. This boss is really easy. Just slay

away from his flaina and destroy his eggs

once the^ appear. Your reward is a Ufe

fi^lax Up, a meeSng with Maria, and the

opening of a door to your immediate right.

Through this door you'il come across yet

Aliei Ihal i! yi:,..

Ihe SlalUfe Id li it leii m« •\:vk m >u ici yuu

go up. Once inside, head lo your iett and

grab the Life tiflax up. In the next room

you'll enter Oxford's Quariei?-

Foliow tlie passage and you Will

come to a floating sword The bottom

right-hand wall of this room can be

broi<en. In here you will find some vases

that contain cheese, an Onyx, and a

Broad Sworcl (finally a weapon belief

than the Sabre), Head bach to the Main

Room and kill the Poltergeist it you dare;

othenivise, avoid it and enter Die passage

to the upper right. In here you will run into

a few nasty villains, and a helpful

leleporter at the olhei skJe, Use it, and

save if you need to. fJow, backtrari to the

only door you haven't entered in the room

featuring the Poltergeist. This door will

lead you to the Coliseum.

Coliaeum - atquirmg
iSliiSt jForni

First, drop down the first stainvell and

grab the Heart Max Up In the passage to

the right. Up one level on the right you'll

find a Save Next, head all the way up and

Alter a long passage you will come to

an area with two moving platforms. Take

the platfomis up and then enter the area

to the left. You will find the Leap Stone

and a ring at the far west side of this area.

Next, enter the room lo the right of the

platforms and grab the Tyrfng Sword (a

cursed dark sword witli attack). Go back

down and then enter the room on the

bottom right and it will lead you to the

leleporter. Take it to the Outer Wall.

£>xforl3tf ©unrterB

From the Outer Wall take the Long

Hallway back lo the huge clock that keeps

track of your gameplay time {but make

sure that along the way, you grab the

STOP TIME weapon). Stop time in this

room and the statue on the right will open

up Double jump up and grab the items.

I itiediately after the boss room you

vYiii cuiiie across the Form of Mist, lulake

sure thai you hit the switch right next to

the pit, and wait untilihe elevator appears

before you grab the Mist form Now, trek

across the rest of the Coliseum (leaving

nothing untouched) and you wll fnd the

Shield Rod (this is a tough room to get

through|, and the Blood Cloak, located

down the elevator and below Ihe boss

room. From here, return to the Outer Wall.

iRrtiim to tijc long
Uibrarj-'- ^cciutniig

Wiat Jform

in this lower (which you know so

well), head down to the grating that you

couldn't pass before (located just below

the Armor Lord), and use your Mist form

(by pressing L1) lo pass through the

grating In here you will find Jewel

Knuckles, and the Min^or Cuirass.

Now, head up lo the Long Library.

Deep within the Library, you will find a

stairway that has another tvw staraays

hanging over it. Use your double jump

skill to reach the lowest of these two

siairvrays. From here, you will run inio an

open-ended Save Point Exit to Itie left ol

the Save, and continue on until you enter

a large room.

In here, go up and proceed past a

series of platforms until you reach a

passageway at the top leading to the

fight, inside you will find a Stone Mask,

and a bookcase I hat can be moved.

Behind the bookcase you will find alopaz

Circlet, and a Holy Hod. Head back to the

Mam Room and tnen work your way

down and to the :etl Here you will run

into a fairly easy boss. Defeat the

mudmen that appear and you'll waste him

in no time Grab Ihe Life Max Up, and

proceed lo the iett and follow the

passage. In this hall you will find a

Takemitsu (two-handed sword), an Onyx,

then to Ihe left. Work your way west.

taking the high road until you come to a

switch which will drop a wall linking the

Coliseum and the Royal Chapel. Now.

head back and drop down Ihe stainivell

east of the switch you |ust hit. The middle

passage on the left is a Save Point. Use it

if you must and then proceed up and to

the right until you reach the darkened

area below the staircase. Here you will

fnd a Library Card, and Richter and his

goons. These bosses are fairiy tricky,

unless of course you keep both of Ihem to

either side ol you. Use whatever spells

and special power you've obtained to wax

these guys. You will tare much better if

you have the Timer Heart Weapon, or the

Dagger Heart Weapon. After you beat
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ Frankfurter, Then, use

these guys, you will receive a Lfe Max
(^^ ^j^, (^^m lo go through the grating

'^P' above these items and you will find the

Soul of Bat relic. Now, before you leave

belore. Here you will lirid Ihe faene Card,

aclivate it. Now, exit the library and enter

me Clock Tower (located above the

Library - accessable through the

Outer Wall).

Clotk (Coturr

Walk to the left until you enter the

huge open area, then fly sftaight up and

enter the passageway to the right. In here

you will find the BAT FORM 2. Next, you

will have to do a series of nasty jumps as

you mtk your way left (or just Ify through

it all using Mist form). Bul, be sure lo pick

up Ihe Magic Missile and Pentagram,

located on Ihe small ledges next to some
ol these jumps. After this you will find

yourself in the gears of the clock. First,

proceed up and to Ihe right. Here, use Ihe

bat fomi to fly out and slightly down. Out

in the void you will find the ice Mail, a

Shaman Shield, and a Bekatowa Sword.

le sure to hit all four gears in these next

two rooms until Ihe noise they produce

turns from a clank to a clink (if you hit ll

one too many times you musl start over).

Hitting these correctly will open a door

sealed by a metal gale in the bottom left-

hand corner of Ihe room with the last set

of gears. Inside here you will find a Steel

Helm, a Gold Plate, and a Star Flail. Next,

continue up and to Ihe right. If you have

the Faerie Familiar aclivated she will tell

you there is something funny about the

topmost wall. Break it and you will find a

large secret area holding a Heart and

Max Life Up, Now, backtrack and exit lo

the left. At the bottom of the screen, on

the left-hand ade you will find a wall that

can be broken. Inside is a hidden room

and the Healing Mail. Now, go up from

here and proceed lo the left. The second

iioating pillar m the nexl room contains a

Shuriken, and the room alter this is a

, DOSS, Trap him In the upper

111,1 ii-iiaiiil corner and continually jump
and slash him unlil he is dead.

Otnfiions ' <Siib or

Continue'

Now, grab the Life Max Up and

continue on to Ihe left, TTie room up and

to the right is a Save Point, and Iha room

above it contains a Falchion Sword, The

room lo Ihe lefl is extremely large. Use

the bat form lo explore every pari of this,

except lor the building slnjcture (which is

up and 10 the lelt from you). If you fly up

and to the right you will find two Life and

Heart Max Ups. plus the Ghost Familiar.

On one of the ledges on the left-hand

stnjcture you'll find a Turkey power-up.

Plus, right below the building stnjcture we
told you not to enter is Mist Form 2,

Now, go back and save. Here you will

come to the end of the game. You can

do this if you want; however, there is_

much, much more still lo go (we did

just to see the first ending), it you do want

to beat the game, head up to where we

forbade you lo go before (to the lell).

Richler is an extremely tough boss, and

we recommend that you have the Faerie

equipped lo regain some health. The
easiest way to kill him is to stay away from

him, turn around, and jump at him when

he jumps at you At the right moment,

whack him, and he'll be toast. Game
Over.

items and hidden rooms. Well, you don't

need to find them, bul you'll probably

want to find almost everything. From here

on in. we'll just lell you the location of

Items, and from the experience you've

gained (by now you should be a Vampiric

Jedi) we're sure you'll be able lo find your

way through Ihe rest of the castle.

Suiirttcti ^cltivn

Now. here's the last thing that you'll

have lo do in the 'regular castle.' Rrat,

make sure you have Ihe Gold and Silver

Ring. To obtain these you will need 10

have Ihe Echo of Bat Relic lo pass by the

spikes lo gel the Spike Breaker Armor

tkxt. equip yourself with this armor and

head up to the Silver fling location. Use

the Armor on Ihe spikes and grab the

Ring, Finding the Gold Ring is simple, just

head over lo the well leading down to the

underwater cavern, and use the bal form

to enter into the previoudy unreachable

passageway EUongIhe eastern vrall. From

here enter the fake Save Point (to the

Now. equip these two Rings and

return to the large clock (located directly

In the center ol tie map), TTie floor will

open and you will njn into Maria in this

new secret zone. She will lell you thai

Richter is being controlled by someone,

and you will need to destroy whoever is

using him as a puppet. To dj so, she will

give you a pair of Holy Goggles Now,

take these !o the final boss [Richler -

located al Ihe top of the screen), and

destroy Ihe green lloatmg sphere over his

head. From here, ihe new Inverted

Castlevania will appear
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MCM noam 98 - narsbOM

MVP Pose - On a running play.

insidG the 5 yard line with no

defenders in from of you, press

and hoid L2 and R2 to have your

player perform an MVP pose.

InMiJal Touchdown Cdebratlons

- fCauses J5 yard penalty lor

unsponsmanlike conduct! - Hold

LI + L2 * one of the buttons list-

ed below.

Spin the Ball-M
Musde Man Pose -

Spike the Bail-0
Backllip - A
Heisman Walk - *

Enter these codes at the User

Records screen to unlocii historical

teams into exhibition play only,

73 Alabama - JEXLAD
78 Alabama 'SOW
89 Alabama -yvmClP
92 Alabama -ZDD40J
89 Colorado - CEVHETS
96 Florida -VEVI04

93 Florida State -miQLOH
36 Florida State -HCnfiB
82 Georgia -ZOViS

S3 Miami- EIWQOH
86 Miami -WREHSTAEH
97 Miami - WEVKIIUl

89 Miami -VJmXJ
91 Miami - WYGGKEP
92 Miami - WEINVNOO
94 Miami - ANOYSAJ
66 Miciiigan State - BSEPMAJ
91 Michigan -KC\ZK
83 Nebraska -[GS\

91 Nebraska -EGMlRm
93 Nebraska - SNXAI

94 Nebraska -mQ'iU
73 Notre Dame- MVED
88 Notre Datve - REGRZOJ
89 Notre Dame - DLYRVRAD
88 Ohio State - VOIGWRES
79 0!m State - AGIO

85 Oklahoma-HTOiOm
87 Oklahoma -VlMCRMt
94 Oregon - RSGPC
78 Penn State - fEEIH

82 Penn Slate - CCHN
85 Penn State - HREG
86 Penn State - AEBE
94 Penn Stale - Oy^f

Enter these codes at the User

Records screen to unlock different

things.

Electnc Foofba//- ELECTRICH

Enable FMV Menu- SEE Fm
See all 112 teams in Foil

-

WHOLE POLL
Fas! Players - GB SPEED
Show At! Stadiums - COOL

SITE

EA Spoils Team - EASPORTS
Tiburon Team - TIBURON
15 Second Quarters - SHORT
QUART

Different Music - Hold down or

It while loading the menus to

unlock rock or funk music.

"The Human Torch"

New York. NY

iroi lUtt/H'O Ibionr In Huvr
Metal - PtarstitiDi/satini

Enter these codes at the Password

screen.

Massive Cheat {f-Player Game) -

C04A770777777

7777777777777

Massiwe Cheat (2-Player Game) -

C02A77X777777

7777777777777

Laura Clark

Evergreen Park, IL

(aitlnMla:STiipliiwToftk«

Nl0M-ttirStatin

Play as Richter - To play the

game as Richter. which is very

difficult and doesn't allow you to

use items, simply star! a new

game and enter your name as

RICHTER.

Play as Axe Lord - To play

the game as an A!(e Lord, which

Is enabled when you doir the

Axe Armor, simply start a new

game and enter your name as

AXEARIUIOR.

"Special K'

'.,^/r/e. M/V

BaUoffftrS-MTStafioa

Debug Menu - The requirement

for this secret is fairly (MScult to

meet, and above all, extremely

lame. You'll first need to beat the

game in under two hours (making

sure that you have a memory

card to save). Now, wail until the

game prompts to the Title Screen

with 'Press Start' flashing. At this

screen press Start and the word

'Special' should appear. Enter

this menu and you'll have access

10 a stage select. FfvlV test, and

much, much more.

The Rhino"

Toledo. OH

nritttd ntal 2 -

Infinite Weapons - While in

gameplay hold L2 + R2 and

press Up. Down. Left, Right.

Right, Left. Down. Up to unlock

Infinite Weapons,

Eternal Life - While in gameplay.

hold the LI + Rf and press Up,

Down, Left. Right, Right Left.

Down. Up to unlock Eternal Lite,

Jake Reed

Burnsville. MN

Hum - PMfStatlw

Debug Menu ~ Go to the Title

Screen and enter the Options

menu. From here enter the Pad

Config menu, hold R2, and press

Right. Down, Right, A, n After

you enter this code correctly a

sound will hng out signifying your

victory toward breaking into a

secret section in the game. Now,

start any game, pause, and enter

the Cheats menu, In here you

can configure the game's secrets

to your lilting.

Paul Newman
Troy, Ml

mull. Tub - msttoott

Unlock All Weapons - Start a

game and then pause. Now, hold

Lf and press A, R1, A, , R1.

•, . . Release L1 to activate

this code.

Level Skip - Start a game and

then pause. Now, hold L2

and press*, •. , A, R1, ,
A. •. Release 12 to activate

this code.

Susan iistrium

Flower Mound. TX

HUM - Sitini

Debug Menu - Enter the Options

screen and press Up, Down,

Left, Right, Y, Y, Z, Z, A. X. Up.

Down, C. B

"Kraven the Florescent

Witch Doctor'

New York, NY

narstaflot

Enter both of these codes as

new names.

Music Test - MUSIC/ON

Big Battle Mode - RRESEAL
Douglas Adams

Silver Spring. MD

«.-^:=gi
Codes only work

with InlerAct's

GameShark enhancer

attachment.

Master Code (Must Be Entered!

f6000914c305

b6002800 0000

Unlimited Cash

6036936 ffff

Level 99 After Battle (Pike)

160366b0 ffff

Level 99 After Battle (Eka)

16036664 ffff

Unlimited Magic (Pike)

1603669a 270f

Unlimited Magic (Eka)

16O366ce270t

Maximum Health

16036694 270f

Maximum Defense

160366a4 270f

Maximum Magic

16036696 270f

Maximum Avoid

1603669d 270f

Maxim TlHit

1603669c 270f

Maximum ATT

160366a0270f

Maximum Resist

16036698 270f

Maximum Wisdom

1603668a 270f

Maximum Agility

1603G6ac 270f

iMrtaiioHbatirUofff-

StaiFoiCt-MateMloH /«£>
Unlimited Lives

80157911 0040

Unlimited Smart Bombs
8016(lc13 0004

Infinite Health

e00b2cdc 00C8
No Health

&00b2cdc 0000

One Hit Death

d00b2cdc 00C8

600b2cdc 0001

NUHaagllBM- ^^
MltBMiOfit

Team One Scores 150 Pts.

B00a668S 0096

Team Two Scores 150 Rs.

800a666b 0096

e Mini Gun

60128e5b 0001

Activate Pulse Rifle

80128e57 0001

Activate Quad Rocket Launcher

801 28e67 0001

Unlimited Mini Gun Ammo
80128e23 OOff

Unlimited Quad Rocket Ammo
e0128e2b OOtf

Unlimited Tek Arrows

e0128eOf00ff

HMCSJh

PlilStaOoi

All the Keys

e0Oc4b3a 0009

Infinite Health

e00c4ae0 0032

Infinite Cash

800c4ae6 0009

Infinite Strength

B00c4ae4 0046

Infinite Spears

800c4af6 0014

Infinite Bombs

800c4afeOD14

Infinite Peppers

600c4b00 OOSe

infinite Lightning Bolts

800c4af0 0009

Infinite Pandoras Box

eoOc4b30 000a

DOMM-fflltndOH Vl1!f?

Always Have 8FG 9000

B00632db 0001

Always Have Chain Gun
e00632cf 0001

Always Have Missile Launcher

800632d3 0001

Always Have Plasma Rifle

800632d7 0001

Always Have Standard Ammo
800632e3 OOff

Always Have Missile ammo
800632ef 0064

Always Have Plasma/BFG Ammo
600632eb 0064

Level Select

a032dS8cO001

Monsters Don't Hurt Mario

a125460effff

a1 25460c 240b

a1 254610 a&4b

a1 25461 2 0026

a1 254614 1000

a1 254616 000c

artoxartM- ^*£?

Hey Gl readers, how would you like

lo become our ally? Send In your

codes tor the games lisled below and

tielp oul a fellow reader in a scrape.

or it you're sljck on a game, send us

a lettef reqLesting codes and we will

help yoj access the secrets rigtit here

in Secret Access.

Nintendo 64

QokienEye 007

liiaddenSi

l^lschie! Makers

PlayStation

Ace Combat ?
Btishitio Blade

FantastK Four

Final Fantasy VII

GameDay '98

Ghost In the Shell

Intelligent Oubs
The Lost World: Jurassic Park

NCAA Football 98

Treasures of the Deep

Sega Saturn

The Lost World: Jurassic Part

Sonic Jam

Super Nintendo

Brunsmck World

ToumarDBnt ol Chamfxons

Timon and Pumbaa's Jungle Gardes

Send Secret Access Requests To:

Access & Allies Game Inlomer Magazine

10120 W. ?6lh SI £den Prairie, MN 55344

E-Mail; gJonline^wintBmet.com

SEGA **-
Sega Game Play Assistance

900-200-7342 (SEGA)

1.85 per minutE lor automated

assistance and

$1 .05 per minute for live fielp.

Canada 900451 -S252

$1 .25 pet minute automated

HINTENDO

Game Counseimg

Player One InvincibiHty

8016984d 00b6

Player One Unlimited Energy

80103484 0069

Player One No Collision

6D1(l34d4000a

No Laps To Race

811643900000

811643920002

$.95 per minute

Canada 90(M51 -4400

$1.25 per minute

Nintendo's Automaied Power Linel

20M8S-7S29

SONY
900-933-SONV(7668)

S.95 per minute



Di« Hani TdloffT - satm

Die Harder

Default Seretta - In the first level

shoot at Ihe helicopter until the

word 'Beretia' flashes on the

screen. From here on in, you will

have the Beretta as your default

weapon.

Cheat Mode - At the Copyright

screen, press C. A, B, B, Y, C,

A, B, B, Y. Now, within gameplay,

pause, and enter the Cheat menu

to access a bundle of goodies.

This code also works in Die Hard

and With a Vengeance.

Become a Foe - At the

beginning of the first level shoot

at the two cop cars until the

words 'Major Disaster' flash on

the screen From here on in, the

cops will be your enemies.

Harry Osborn

Niskayuna. NY

Satn
MoreContlnues - To add on more

continues, start a two-player

game and let Drywall die. After

this you will have six continues

instead of four.

Dr. Jones

Richmortd, VA

vane enfitr SO HKtoT - wt
Instant Goal - To score at will,

skate between the two face off

circles and lake a Flaming Net

shot by pressing Turbo and

Stioot simultaneously.

Invisible Players - At the opening

face off, pause the game and

enter the Replay mode. Now,

press the Left or Right Button to

higtilighl a player and make them

flash. While they are flashing

press the 2 Button to turn the

player invisible. This trick can be

repeated over and over, and

yes. you can turn your entire

team invisible.

"The VidMan'

Uptown. MN

NU sfeoot ott '97 - MaiStadn

100% Fake Players - To create a

player with 100% attributes go to

the Create Player stats screen

and press and hold Left, Select,

, and •.

Mark Attreil

Harvburg, MO

Random Select Player 1
-

Highlight Noob Saibot, hold Up,

then press Start,

Random Select Player Z -

Highlight Rain, hold Up, then

press Start.

Stage Select - Highlight Sonya,

hold Up, then press Start, A

stage menu will appear at the

bottom of the screen.

Unlock Green Secrets - Go to

the Options screen, hold Up, and

press the Left and Right

Buttons.

'The Wicked Old Man"

Piano, TX

Me Hart TilloiT - Rq^MM
Die Hard With a Vengeance

Roswell Invasion - Race all

the way up to Central Park and

hit Start right after the level

begins. From here highlight

"Quit," hold R2, and press Right,

, A, Down, It, X, X. Now, go

back to the game and have a

blast exploring this strange new

alien world.

"Little Orange Lewat/ian"

Unlock the Hidden Ctiaracters -

At the "New Name" screen press

the Left Button, Right C Button,

then Down C.

Enter all of these codes as a new

name.

Level Select- (saturnHspace

shipKrockelKhear1)(sku1l)

Bonus Game - LINES

Sonus Music - G(alien

head)MEBOY

Credits - CREDITS
Bob Gale

Medical Lake, WA

CMtn: iiaaci of nr - Satvi

Bonus Game - At the Title Screen

press Y, Down, Up, Left Button,

Right Button, Left.

Bonus Game 2 - At the Title

Screen press Y, Down, Up, Left

Button, Right Button, Right.

Level Select - At the Title Screen

press Y, Down, Up, Right

Button, Left Button, Left

Button, Right Button.

FMVs - At the Title Screen press

Y, Down, Up. Left Button, Right

Button, Down.

Unlimited Continues - At the Title

Screen press Y, Down, Up. Left

Button. Right Button, Right

Button, Left Button.

Cid Marcus

San Jose, CA

r TTKft laffr - MarSMM
Big Trucks - At Ihe Mam Menu

pressL1,R2,L2, R1,Up.

Mega Car - At the Mm Menu

press LZ, Left, Right, Up,

Down, R2.

No Damage - At ftie Main Menu

press Left, Left, Left, Lett, Up,

Down, L1,R2.

Ice Cream Thick - Hold LI and

R2 at Ihe Vehicle Selection

screen. Continue to hold these

while selecting your driver,

Tfie Mhino"

Toledo, OH

Dartim-aMiidoB4

Play as Sonorfc r- At the Title

Screen press Left Sutton, Right

C Button, Up C, Down C, Left 0,

Right C.

Play as Demitron - At the Title

Screen press A, B, Right Button,

Left Button, Down C, Up C.

Endings - Input the code for the

character ending you want to see

at the Title Screen.

Aaron - R2, R2, Left C

Demonica - 02, R2, Up C

Eve -R2,R2V Right C

Gore - R2, RZ, Down C

Scarfer-L1,L1,LeftC

Sonori(-L1,L1,UpC

Zer^muron - LI , LI ,
Right C

Dem/(ron-L1,L1,DownC

Morphlx - B

Nilki-k

De/nrtro/j's/n/ro-B, B,B, UpC
Mar'a SmigielskI

Westport, IN

Big Head Mode - Go to the Runway (level 3), and finish it in under 2 minutes to enable a Cheat Menu below the

single or multi-player selecl screen. Go lo the Cheat Menu and turn on Ihe OK mode to activate Big Head Mode.

Throwing Knives - To find Ihis alternate weapon use your watch magnet attract over Ihe pit just outside your cell

on Ihe second bunker level. After you throw the knives you can pick them back up, so go crazyl

Fun With Bullet Holes - If you have already beaten Ihe game and are looking for something exciting to do, try

spellmq things with bullet holes. Just use the scope and a dictionary

TheWMan'
Uptown, MN

Unlock Tracks and Cups - Head
lo the Player One set-up in the

Cations screen and go into Ihe

Enter Name menu. Now, input

your name as ALLTRACK and
press A to exit. From here enter

the Enter Name menu again and
Input your name as ELVIS. Doing
this will open up every track for

Mixed League and Practice Mode.

Vinua G^ BoyW
Minneapolis, MN

Enter all of these codes at the Main
Menu with your cursor on 1 -Player.

Jumping Cars - Up + , Up + •
Up + , Up + •, Up * , Up +

•, Up +

Ending FMVs - , •, Left +

Select, Right 4 Select

Fish-Eye Lens - + A + • LI
L2, R2, RI

High Pitched Voices- Up, A, Up,

Hyper Cars - Selecl + , Selecl -t

•, Select + + •
Interactive Tracks - Down + Start

Up + Start, Select, Start

Invisible Cars - + » L2 + H2
+ «,Ll+Rl,B + #

Longer Tracks - Select + Up,
Select + Down, Start, Select

Mad Drivers - Up, Lett, Highl +

Select

Mirror Mode - Left + •, Down +
A. Right 4

Test Driver - Right + , Left + •
+ Select

Tune Test Driver -

+ m + Select

Unlimited Retries

m caMC«f n - tttmatiot

Enter all of these codes at Ihe
Easter Egg menu.

(Note: These codes were tested

on Ihe beta version, and they rr^ay

not work on the finished copy.)

No Hands - LOOK MA
Even Team Rankings - EQUAL
TEAMS

Long Kicks - BIG FOOT
Super Cover - LEECH
Players Move Quickly -

FIRE DRILL
Large Players - HUMONGOUS
High Kicks -XHmMf\
?'???- BEniS
Loud Ar^nouncements - LOUD
MOUTH

Stan Logan

St. Louis. MO

orW SMh tMtM - Satin

Debug Mode - When the

opening logo begins to fade out,

hold A, B, C and Start. Hold
these buttons until the Blue Sky
Zone appears. Now, press Start,

and Ihe debug menu will appear.

Unlock Blue Sky Team - First,

enter in the debug code, then set

the numbers from top to bottom:

3, 1. 3. Now. hold A, B, C, and
Start to exil the menu. Press

Start again, and a Blue Sky
option will appear on Ihe bottom
of the menu. Highlight this option

and turn it on, A few pictures ot

the programmers will (ly by, and a

Blue Sky team will appear for

exhibition play orly.

Steve Perkins

Foster City, CA

Left + •, Right

User Car Jumps-.•,
'The Eradicator"

Phoenix, A2

MM teatft II ~ PiiTSUtfoi

Enter Ihis code at the Password
screen.

Level Select -i(,B,x,x,ii, A
(Then enter the Chapter Select

menu in the Options).

'The Rhino"

Toledo. OH

T*ree Wrty Dwarves - sxtan

Unlock the Password Screen -

Enter the Options screen and
press the Left and Right
Buttons simultaneously to make
Ihis menu appear.

Level Select ~ First, enter in the

Password code, and then enter

MOSHOLU as a password to

unlock this helpful cheat

Carl Everett

Oakvitle, MO

MMraH-nnstMlOi
Enter all of these codes during

gameplay. Note: You don't need to

pause to enter them.

Shields - Down, Lett, , •
Speed Boost - Left, Left, Right,

Right, A
Flame-Thrower - Down, Right,

Down, Right, •
Spread Weapon - Down Down
Up, •

Multi-Shot- Right Right, , x
Double Blast - Up, A, Up, A
Pulse Cannon - Up, Circle,

Down, Right,

'The Falcon"

Chelsea, Ml

Send in youi codes and passwords,
and i( we print [herr you'll be entered
in 1He iSame Inlormei /ASCllWARE
Secrei Access Contest The Grand
Prize Is an ASCllWARE product ol

your ctioice.

PlayStation

ASCII Pad
Specialized ASCII Stick

ASCII Arcade Stidi

EnhancedASCII Pad
ASCII Carrybag-

Mach 1

ASCII Grip

^h

;!; :,':rpi»rs«-

Pl3TSt»loe

Cheat Default - Al the Password
screen enter: LOSR. The code
will be confirmed as invalid, but it

will still work. Now, enter any
game and use the codes listed

below.

Health Power-Up - Press and
RI simultaneously at any time

during gameplay.

All Weapons Mode - Press • and
RI simultaneously at any time

during gameplay

"Killer Bee Cart'

The njnner-up will receive a Game
Informer Secret Access T-Shlrl to

complement their wardrobe

Send To:

Secret Access

Game Informer Magazine
10120 W 76tti Street

Eden Praine, MN 55344

E-Mail: gionline@winlerrel.com

^SL-^^J^H^SjHIE
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